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"To travel hopefully is a better rhing than Ío arrive, antl the true success is

k¡ labour."

Robelt Louis Stevenson

"Who is the happier man, he who has braved the storm of life and lived,

or he who hls stayed securely on shore arul merely existed?"

Hunter S. Thompson

"Imagination is more important than knowledge.tt

AIbert Einstein
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? : shear strain [Mpa]

r : shear stress [MPa]

Ê : the fraction of heat that appears as work [dimensionless]

p: density of the matedal [kg/m3]

c = specific heat capacity [J/kgK]

J : mechanical equivalent of heat [J]

B : strength coefficient [kPa]

7 : temPerature [K]

'i,oP - the homogeneous plastic strain rate

l/f = ¡1" *uu"trngth of the inhomogeneity

À : thermal conductivity

âr/ôT : variation offlow stress with temperature at a constant plastic l and .y

1r - represonts the resistance of the material to plastic deformation

ðrr/4p = strain hardening rate
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The high strain rate properties of materials are of great importance in studies dealing

with high speed manufacturing or machining I I -3]. However, the most dominant

proponent of high strain rate studies remains the military due to the fact that ballistic

impact of airbome projectiles, with armor penetration is a very common form of high

strain rate defomration. The interest is due to the very high costs associated with military

equipment and the danger to military personnel within these vehicles.

Under suff,rciently high rates of deformation, the failure mode is ma¡kedly different

from that found in quasi-static studies. Impact loading at a strai¡ rate in the range of 500

l/s practically guatantees that an adiabatic shear band (ASB), or an immensely deformed,

highly localized region of deformation, will be formed. The reason for this will be

discussed later, but suffice it to say that upon the fonnation of the ASB the material can be

considered to have undergone failure for all intents and purposes.

Typically, studies of high strain-rate deformation belong to one of two schools of

thought; the mechanical approach or the metallurgical approach. As their names imply,

the mechanical approach is concemed mainly with the material properties under high strain

rates, including, the stress-strain cuwe. The metallurgical approach concems itself with

why the material behaves as it does, and directs a majority of its attention towards analysis

of the adiabatic shear band.

ln the present study a tonionally modified split-Hopkinson bar was designed, built

and tested. As a part of the equipment validation, two series of experiments were

conducted; room temperature and -30oC. The experiments were done on SPS-Plus steel

xvl



at five different heat trealment conditions and ha¡dnesses. Analysis was then conducted to

determine the relationship between selected material parameters and material hardness.

It is shown in this thesis, that a reliable and reproducible means of obtaining high

strain rate torsional tests has been developed. Moreover, it has been shown that for

quenched and tempered steels the size ofthe adiabatic shear band is directly related to the

strength of the material. It as been shown, for example, that higher relative temp€ring

temperatures result in the formation of a wider adiabatic shear band during high strain rate

testing than was observed in samples tempered at a lower temperature.

All samples except the 640oC tempered steels displayed very ductile deformation

surfaces and easily provided info¡mation fiom which local strain could be calculated. The

tra¡sformed shear bands in the 640'C tempered specimen fomred transformed shear bands

which were dicretely bounded by the matrix and could not provide infomlation pertaining

to local strain.

xvll
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1.1. Oe¡ecrlve oF THE PRESENT REsEARcH

The literature review covers a wide range of details concerned high strain testing

procedures a¡d related material phenomena. With the information presented a

torsionally modified split-Hopkinson bar design was chosen and executed based on its

effectiveness and reliability in the production of high strain rate data and post-mortem

samples. To verifu the effectiveness of the design five heat treatments of high-strength

steel were tested and analyzed. In addition, the resulting ASB formations in each of the

tested high strain rate samples was to be studied.

1.2, INTRODUCTION

The behavior of materials, specifically steels, under high rates of strain is

markedly differently than that of materials which have been quasi-statically defonned.

The th¡ee most recognizable differences are as follows. Firstly under high strain rates,

mechanical properties such as strength and ductility undergo changes and are reflected

in the stress-sûain curve. Secondly, the failure mode nullifies any aspect of quasi-static

analysis or conventional elastic-plastic mechanics that may apply to low süain rate

material deformation. And ihirdly, the fonnation of one of two types of adiabatic shear

band takes place.
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There are a variety of methods used to obtain the high strain rates necessary to

realize the modified mechanical and material properties mentioned above, some of

which will be discussed later in this chapter.

The first goal of this rcview is to cite typical mechanical and material performance

characteristics at high rates of strain such that the experimental results a¡d observations

acquired in this thesis may be compared and validated. The second goal is to provide a

rationale for having chosen lhe torsional configuration of the split-Hopkinson or Kolsky

bar.

1.3. MECN¡¡IICEI BEHAVIOR AT HIGH STRAIN RET¡S

1.3.1. lntroduction

Resea¡ch in the processes involving shear band formation can be categorized into

two schools of thought, the mechanical / macroscopic interests and the metallurgical /

microstructural interests. This section includes a brief review of both of these theories

and the type ofdata produced by the high strain rate apparatus.

Previously conducted resea¡ch has shown that a few of the more significant

determining factors in the susceptibility and type of shea¡ banding that a material

exhibis a¡e the following; the strain rate exponent, strain rate sensitivity, work

hardening coefficient, thermal conductivity, material hardness, microstructure and

content of imperfections such as inclusions Í5-15, 24, 25, 30, 36, 61, l. The

significance of most of the aforementioned properties or paftimeters are aptly illustrated

through the role each plays in their respective constitutive equation. In addition, the



.J

constitutive equations serve to identify critical points in the stress-strain behavior during

high strain-rate loading.

1.3.2. The Effect of Strain Rale on Material Behav¡or

In the study of steel at high rates of strain the most obvious differences as

compared to quasi-static testi¡g are the mechanical properties portrayed by the

material. This is the reason for wanting an effective and consistent means of acquiring

and interpreting high strain rate data.

The marked differences are best illustrated in previously published research.

læwis and Campbell [6] show rather clearly the effects of altering sfiain rate when

testi¡g EN2A type mild steel, Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the strain-rate effect for various

structural steels.



20æ
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Flgure 1: Effect of Strain Rate on Strength - Mild Steel [16].

SIRAIN RATE ( 5.I)

Flgure 2r Effect of Skain Rate on Strength - Structural Steel [1fl.
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As shown, In Figures 3 and 2 the lower strain rate tested material is less than

407o as strong as that studied at a higher strai¡ rate tested samples. Though slight

changes in the high strain rate range of the test results in a slight shift of the curves, the

initial jump from the quasi-static to the dynanic regime represents the most dramatic

difference. A second, and perhaps more subtle, difference is the change from the

isothermal to the adiabatic deformation process as illustrated in Figure 3 and i¡ tl7,
l8l. Close observation reveals that for the low i isothermal curves there is a steady

increase in the strength of the mateúal, whereas for the high '! adiabatic curves there is

a slight but noticeable drop in material strength. This is because at low strain rates the

rate of heat generation is far less than the rate ofheat dissipation, and hence the sample

stays at essentially room temperature - being tested isothermally. When deformed at

low strain rates the well understood strengthening mechanisms common to steel such as

strain hardening dominate and there is an increase in strength. However, at high rates

of strain the rate of heat generation is far greater than the rate of dissipation. This

results in an overall material softening due to thermal effects and ultimately localized

failure due to the formation of shear bands, as will be discussed later. The end result is

the softening displayed by the stress-strain curve.

Another effect much more clearly illust¡ated in [i 1], is a reduction in ductility at

high srain rates. Figure 3 shows this effect for HY-100 steel. The most likely reason

for this is due to the fact that for steels deformed at high strain rates the majority of the

deformation takes place over a very narrow region of material which does Dot have the

same capacity fo¡ deformation as the enti¡e gauge section, regardless of the different

deformation mechanisms which may be in effect within the adiabatic shear band.
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These results indicate that the behavioral characteristics of steels (regardless of

specifrc type) at high rates of strain are significantly different from those observed

during low strain rate studies and wanant a closer investigation using appropriately

constructed equipment.

1.3.3. The Load lnstability Model

The most commonly used model for load instability studies in dynamic shear was

first introduced by Recht in 1964 t60l based on Baron's mechanical equation of state

[19] from 1965. Recht proposed that "catastrophic shear'r, as he refened to it, would

occur at the point in the dynamic stress-strain curve where its slope, (do/de)u is equal

to zero, The equation was originally intended as a general model for steel under tensile

loading but is easily modified for shear analysis, and stafs as follows;

Where:t = shear stress

T : shear strain

Z = tempelature

Since the point of interest is where in the stress-stÍain curve has a slope equal to zero,

the filst term may be set equal to zero. Also, the strain rate is assumed to be generally

constant through the deformation process and can also be left out. The resulting

equation is then;

r/t _ ðr) A.l di & I (tr
,ty- ay ),,r-ñ ),,dv-ñ ),., dy

(l)



From this point in the derivation onwards, many different interpretations and

assumptions have been made. In 1973 Culverused Balons II9];

and the limiting sfain as a function of the work hardening exponent;

t= B^t" (4)

Where: p = the flaction of heat that appears as work [dimensionless]

p = density of the material [kg/m3]

c : specific heat capacity U/kgKl

"/ = mechanical equivalent of heat

B : strength coefficient [kPa]

?n : temperature [K]

n = work hardening exponent

Variables not defined are described previously. Using (3) and reananging (4)

then substituting and rearanging (2) which gives the equation dictating the required

strain required for instability to occur.

th ðtI dT
,ty- - Ar ),, ,ty

J!=(L\"r,
cty I p.J /

(2)

(3)

n^ocJ o-
^r - --------¡-j- 

-L" - glao¡ar¡ o,
(s)
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The strain ratio a r/^ is simply the quotient of the isothermal stress and the/o¿

dynamic stress. Typically this value will not affect the final rcsult by more than l5Zo

and is, as a result, often ignored in first order approximations. The constant, n, has not

been found to vary between isothermal quasi-static tests and dynamic tests.

A simplified approach to this derivation was executed by Staker in l98l t70l and

greatly streamlines the mathematics involved by proposing that,

which is based on the assumption that due to the high strain rate, the entire amount

energy produced by the defomration contributes to the heating. In this expression, C is

the volume specific heat in kPa/"C. Using this assumption and also equation (4) results

in equation (7) which is essentially the same as (5) though somewhat simplified.

(6)
¿T1
dvc

", - -Cn/ri - /( ar\
/ lar ),.,

(7)

The pcl value in (5) is essentially the same as C in (7) and since o/oo woAaincrease

the result by a maximum of 157o and p decrease itby l\Vo the tr¡io essentially cancel

out and leave the s¡me equation as in (7). gimil¿¡. s¡r¡fliss have been done by Clifton et

al [12], Culver [58] and Timothy a¡d Hutchings 1271. h all cases, the only remaining

terms are a specific heat tenn, the temperature dependence of the flow shess and the

work hardening exponent. Perusal of Table I shows that though the specific heat term

is constant, 
" 

na ð/¿, are of equal importance in the relation, and both of them have a

standard deviation of approximately 247o wilhn their columns. The large va¡iation in



t0

tensile strength with respect to the tempering time i¡dicates the effects that the material

parameters have on the materials performance. In summary, increasing the strain

hardening exponent, n and/or reducing the temperature dependence of the flow stress

value will inc¡ease the amount of strain that the sample can undergo before reaching its

adiabatic instability point.

1.3.4. The Shear Band Width Models

A commonly modeled and often studied feature of adiabatic shear banding is the actual

width of the resulting localized shear region. Many approaches and techniques have

been attempted, each with its own benefits, drawbacks and required experimental data

t20, 2l , 331. An a priori and post-mortem relation are covered in this section. In each

case the width of the shear band is related to at least one material parameter or

property. The difference between the two was that the first attempts to predict the

width using every significant experimental variable in its derivation, where the second

was a simple power relation utilizing only one material property and two dimensionless

p¿uameters.



Table l: Physical properties of AlSl 4340 steel [57]

Temperlng Tensile
lemperature, slrenglh,MPa

oc

ðr1/òT'

kPa/"C

c,

kPa/'C

204

260

316

482

649

1951

1800

1662

1234

883

0.055

0.043

0.042

0.055

0.092

-198ô

-1800

-1 613

-1117

-620

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600
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Dodd and Bai's model for dimple shear, taking into account strain rate, heat

resulling fronr plastic work and thermal conductivity I l7] gives,

-ð'y ð't
- ðt' àT'

p.*=0.{-r*
dt dt dy'

(8)

(e)

where y is the displacement along the axis perpendicular to the shear band length. The

derivation of equation (9) was not based on any specific material type. After a few

derivations and reanangements the following equation can be obtained,

whe¡e ð is the shear band half width, where the * subscripts indicate quantities

characteristic within the band. As can be seen, the most significant material properties

are the thermal conductivity, À, the flow stress, r*, the temperature within the shear

band, Tx, which in transformed shear bands is taken to be either the transformation or

melting temperature. The only difftculty that remains is whether or not the quantity,

'ir*, tt* a certain cha¡acteristic strain rate for a given material. The problem can be

easily circumvented at high strain rates since the viscosity of the material becomes

important and the following is valid,

u=(&\%
\.1-T-,i

(10)

y. =^c.l\. (l l)
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In this expression, q is the coeffrcient of viscosity. Substitution of i* further simplifies

( l0) to the form

d - r;t(*nr)%

This relation then implies that she band width is a material characteristic and should

be fairly insensitive to specific aspects of the loading condition such as strain ¡ate. The

only limitation of the model is that the material tested must fail within the ductile regime

and not approach brittle fracture, where the model become less accurate. Based on

published results [7, l8] and predicted values, the trends, if not the actual values, are

very good and intuitively correct. This is very promising, considering the simple

expression used to obtain these values.

A far simpler and less scientific approach was taken by Marchand and DuSr in

1988 t11l which nonetheless relates the width of the shear band to at least one known

material property, the local strain after adiabatic thennoplasticity.

nl 
n"ot = awb

t2)

( 13)

For Marcha¡d and Dutry, experiments using HY-100 steel with a=125.8 and b:-

0.867, the results fit their experimental data very well. Though not covered in the

paper, it is conceivable that the va¡iables a and å encompass other material variables

such as density, specific heat, melting temperature, viscosity, strain rate sensitivity and

the strain ha¡dening coefficienl.
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As mentioned earlier, equation (13) appears to be dependent on test conditions

and equation (12) is not. The'Y1o.u1 can probably be equated to another constitutive

equation including only material parameters similar to the ones used in equation (12),

thereby making the two relations far more similar in appearance - quite possibly

mathematically identical.

1.3.5, Clilton Shear Band Analysis

In 1978 Clifton presenled a detailed analysis of shear localization for a rate-

sensitive material loaded in simple shea¡, unlike the rate-insensitive equations (5) and

(7). Derivation of the relation will not be covered here as the equation is only being

used to demonstrate the effect that various material parameters, including strain rate

sensitivity, have on the point at which shear instability occurs. If the quantity given by

the following equation is positive the deformation process is then unstable.

-^-l+(,,/*,).ft(%,)] f
where m is the strain rate sensitivity parameter given as:

âlntP
^=ñ; (rs)

and io' = the homogeneous plastic strain rate

1/€ = the wavelength of the i¡homogeneity

À : thermal conductivity

P : mass density

(14)
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c : specific heat of the material

ðrlðT = variation offlow stress with temperature at a constant plastic "y and ^j,

t : applied shear stress

rr : represenls the resistance of the material to plastic deformation

ðrr/fup : strain hardening rate

Ê : factor of plastic work translated into heat

The above equation assumes that i¡stability initiates at some physical flaw in the

form of a pit or groove. The f term represents the flaw size as the inverse of its

wavelength. Examining the effect of each term in ( l4) will give a relative measure of its

contribution towards material instability.

The Clifton analysis has labeled the ther¡nal conductivity as the least important

term i¡ the relation. Nonetheless, a larger value will increase the stability of the

material. The inverse of the wavelength also affects the point at which instability

occurs, but would not cause a material which otherwise did not undergo shear

localization to form a shear band. The fust two terms in the square brackets are the

most significant and vary the greatest depending on the material and its heat treatment

condition. For this reason their relative magnitudes are very important. The strain

hardening rate, ùrlàyr, is taken as the crucial va¡iable in whether or not localization

will occur. A large strain hardening rate value wiII indicate a stable defo¡mation

process, while a very small value will make the positive second term the most dominant.

In Cliftonrs work, where a cold rolled steel (CRS) and hot rolled steel (HRS) were

compared the CRS had a much lower strain hardening rate than the HRS and, hence,

was mofe likely to form shear bands. The last important parameter to be considefed is

the strain-rate sensitivfy. Since both of the terms are multiplied by this value, a small
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value of m, implying a high strain rate sensitivity, indicates increased stability. Thus,

shear bands should occur more readily in steels than i¡ aluminum. Temperature

variations greatly influence the second term, ôr/ðT, specifically at low temperatures

where the specific heat drops significantly, resulting in unstable material behavior. This

effect has been noticed by many researchers to be valid.

1.3.6. Dynamic stress strain relationships

In this section, two sep¿uate models for dynamic stress-strain relations are

covered. The first is a simple power law which utilizes the hardening exponent. The

second is based on an exponential relation that, though does not include a hardening

exponent, utilizes dimensionless hardening and softening parameters.

The first model to be discussed was used by Marchand and Duffy in l98S t641.

Their dynamic stress-strain curves quite closely followed the power law,

"=r,(%,),

where t, and 1, represent the initial values of yield stress and snain respectively. ln

this expression, ¡'is the hardening exponent. Yield drops cânnot be included in the

modeling when using this relationship. The second equation is as follows;

i =i"(t+ o!)exp(-r{)

( l6)

(17)
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where î,, is the constant representing the shear yield stress, cx is a dimensionless

hardening parameter, a¡d rc is a dimensionless softening parameter. t and .y represent

effective or equivalent shear stress based on the Von Mises or''T2" flow criterion. The

behavior ofequation (17) is shown in Figure 4, !, can be simply determined using the a

and p parametels:

_l
L-a.ß (18)
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Flgure 4: llluskation of equâtion 17 [9].

? . ?o(1+ e 7)exp(-ß7)
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Both of the aforementioned models begin at the point of plastic deformation with

work hardening, and neglect the elastic portion of deformation. The relations work

rclatively well and are reasonably reliable if all required materials constants are known,

at least approximately.

1.4. MITeRIAI BEHAVIoR AT HIGH STRAIN RATES

1.4.1. lntroduction

It is possible to discuss the deformed shear band as a precursor to transformed

shear banding, as has been done in some cases [10,22,23], this review will treat them as

lotally separate entities for the sake of simplicity.

1.4.2. Quasi-Static Versus Dynamic Deformation

In the classical quasi-static torsion model, plastic deformation is considered to be

unifonn throughout the cross-section, as shown in Figure 5. In high strain rate or

dynamic to.rsional testing the classical quasi-static model applies for only a very brief

period of time or for extremely low strai¡ values. After this period the quasistatic

regime ceases to be valid and adiabatic strain localization or shear banding begins. A

frame by frame picture of a high speed torsion test taken by stop-motion photography is

shown from start to finish in Figure 6. In Figure 6 the sample deforms according to

elastic theory for a only a few frames, after which localization occurs as is shown by the

nearly vefical deforrnation lines at the center of the specimen. It is impofant to note,

however, that for very hard specimens brittle fiacture begins to dominate over ASB

formation and hence ASB theory is no longer applicable.
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Figure 5: Uniform elastic-plastic deformation in torsion [82].

Figure 6: High-speed photograph ofASB formât¡on [23]
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1.4.3. The Deformed Shear Band

The deformed shear band can be described as a zone of intense shear deformation

of the original microstructure across a very naffow band [24]. The reason for this

occunence is the presence of mechanical instability in the material at some point during

the test. This instability functions as a nucleation point. The inhomogeneous shear

zones undergo plastic work, which in tum heats the zone adiabatically and initiates

thermal softeni¡g. This results in significantly reduced shear resistance in the shear

banded region [25].

Typically, a single shear band will form due to the effect of a single nucleation

point, though it is possible for multiple shear bands to form [7, 2l] parallel to each

other if two nucleation points of similar size and type are within close proximity of each

other. Possible nucleation points include precipitates such as MnS [26], phase

boundaries of two dissimilar phases such as pearlite and ferrite [23] or fenite and

martensite 127) and voids present within the material. More macroscopic points

include; scratches, machine marks or thi¡ner sections on the specinen. Each of the

aforementioned flaws behaves as a stress concentration point and is subjected to more

stress and deformation than the surrounding material. This results in more heat being

generated in the region close to the flaw which in turn softens the material and creates

an envi¡onment conducive to further deformation, strain localization and heat

generation. It can be seen that upon the onset of adiabatic shear banding the process is

self-regenerative until failure or subsequent removal of the dynamic load.

Shear strain within shear bands commonly ranges from 5 to 100 i3, 28-341, and in

some cases as high as 570 t351. The width of shear bands can range anywhere from l0
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to 360 pm in width 13, 5, 23,27, 361 depending on the material tested and the strain

rate achieved

'1.4.4. The Transformed Shear Band

The transformed shear band is initiated and forms tlrrough the same mechanisms

as the deformed shear band. The only difference being that due to some specific

material properties the specimen is capable of undergoing what is refened to as a phase

transformation of a sort and experience a pemanent change in microstructure [6, 10,

21,25,33-421, instead of remaining simply a deformed shear band. As mentioned

before, fhe elevated temperature of the shear band has been infened indirectly Ítom

metallurgical evidence t6, 10, 25-551 and directly from experimental observation [56,

571 to be much higher than in deformed bands, often up to several hundred degrees

greater than the sumounding matrix. The shear band is then quickly cooled by the

surrounding material upon completion of plastic defonnation, implying that the material

is quenched. Subsequent nital etching reveals the band to have a very high reflectiviry

and hence appeff white in optical micrographs, Figure 7.

Cooting rates in the order of 107 l(,/s have been calculated [52]. If the

temperature rise is great enough and the cooling rate fast enough, mafensitic-type

phase transformation is assumed to occur, resulting in a transformed shear band.

Identiffing the shear band as defuitely being maÍensite is a difficulr task,

considering the fact that there has not be€n any real unequivocal evidence proving that

the phase is mafensite 110,21,25,58, 591 even from results published as rccently as

1990.
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FÍgure 7: Example of a white etched ASB optical m¡crograph [23].



1.4.5. Formation of a Transformed Shear Band

The transformed shear band has generally been found to occur only in materials

which display a phase transformation at elevated temperatures [21]. Typically, this also

corresponds to materials with lower thermal difñ¡sivities such as 4130 steels and 6Aì-

4V Ti alloys. Figure 8 shows the relation between thermal diffùsivity and crirical

longitudinal strain for several mateúals tested. In the figure, fully blackened circles

represent materials which form the transformed shear bands, half-filled circles represent

deformed type shear bands and white circles indicate a material which does not usually

undergo shea¡ Iocalization.

It is evident that as the thermal diffr¡sivity increases so does the materials

tendency to form shear bands of the transformed type, thus the most commonly affected

materials are steels. 16, 10,25,34-40,60-641 The strain rate sensitivity and strain-

hardening rate are impofant related properties to the material resistance to adiabatic

shea¡ localization. A material with a high strain rate sensitivity and a low strain

hardening rate will become unstable at high strain rates and ultimately fait through the

formation of an adiabatic shear band.

The microstructure of a material also plays an impofant role in shea¡ band

formation, as mentioned by Backmarur and Finnegan [6]. For a given strain rate,

pearlitic/fenitic microstructures tend to favor deformed shear banding while tempered

martensite has a tendency to form the transfomed variety. Thus, most of the wo¡k

reported on the TEM analysis of transformed shear bands is on materials that initially

had a microstructure of tempered martensite t56, 65-681.
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1.4.6. Temperature Requirements

Adiabatic heating plays a major role in the fomation of the shear band, therefore

temperature effects are rather critical, well pronounced and well documented. It has

been detemined, almost counter-intuitively, that lower test temperatures are more

conducive to adiabatic shear band formation than elevated temperatures. This was fìrst

indirectly inferred in Zener and Holloman's landmark paper on shear banding in 1943

[28] and then reiterated and verified ma¡ìy times si¡ce [69, 70]. The reason for this

effect is easier understood if analyzed from the actual case of the shear banding process

instead of the shear band as an entirely separate and unrelated occunence dependent

only upon temperature. With increased test temperatures the plasticity of a sample

increases along with the specific heat. These details, combined with the fact that less

work is now required for deformation and all plastic deformation that can occur is less

localized, results in a reduction of the temperature rise initiated by plastic flow. The

absence of a significant temperature gradient between regions experienchg localized

deformation and the bulk of the material hinders the mechanisms responsible for

catastrophic flow, and ultimately leads to adiabatic shear band fonnation [67]. The end

result is that at a given strain rate, a lo\¡yer temperature test will be more likely to form a

t¡ansfonned shear band than a higher temperature test due to the steeper temperature

gradient formed. Also, different degrees of strain localization and shear banding can be

obtained by varying the test temperature for a given strain rate.

The question of whether ot not there is in fact a temperature rise significant

enough to induce a phase ûansformation posed a valid problem until Du$r and co-

investigators were able to provide data which verified the presence of a very significant

temperature rise across the shear band during shear localization [5]. Using an anay of
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infiared indium-antimony detectors with a spot size of 20 pm each, the suface

temperature of the torsional samples could be measured over the area expected to

undergo shear banding. The maximum recorded temperature was 455oC for a hot

rolled steel specimen. Though this temperature may not seem to be large enough to

cause a phase transformalion, one must remember that the maximum temperature rise

within a shear band will occur at the center of a 5 - I 0 pm band, due to the high strain

rate gradient present in the ASB. What this implies is that, even if the spot was

centered exactly on the high temperature zone of the ASB, there would be a significant

contribution to the temperature Ìeading from the cooler sunounding material within the

spot size. This could significantly reduce the maximum recorded temperature. If this

was the case, it would be a strong argument i¡ favor of the theory that a phase

transformation does, in fact, occur. Conversely, it is very possible that 455oC is very

near the maximum value and, though there is not a temperature rise great enough for

phase tra¡sformation, it is high enough to allow deformation of a type that would give

the appearance of a transformed region due to its drastically altered and deformed

microstructure.

Whatever the temperature conditions may specifically be, it is well recognized

that there is a temperature increase within the shear band and that it contributes

significantly to the deformation me¡hanism and the resulting microstructure.

1.4.7. Microstructure and Morphology of the Transformed Shear Band

When accumulating research material regarding the structure of a transformed

shear band it becomes obvious that there are many conflicting viewpoints and opilions

all within a very small database from which to draw information. The existing
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information is far from detailed and conclusive, but it does shed some light on the

problem as well as giving an adequate starting point from which to conduct further

research.

From resea¡ch as early as 1944, sher bands which have appeared white when

etched with Nital were assumed to be martensite [28] mainly due to their high

reflectivity of light and high hardness. This belief was adopted by many researchers in

the following years [7, 10, 22, 29,36, 55, 7l]. The whire etch assumption mighr have

stood up undisputed if it were not for further tra¡smission electron microcroscopy

(TEM) investigations of the so-called transformed shear bands and the interesting

findings published by Turley tû 19741311, where white etched shear bands were found

to exist in specimens prepared through a process that would not be capable of providing

the high temperatures required for phase transformation. Subsequent TEM analysis of

the aforementioned rogue white etch bands revealed the structure to be BCC, defìnitely

not of the transformed variety. The subgrain size was reported to be very small (0.05 -

0.1 pm) and there was also a reduction in visible ca¡bides, both effects associated witll

transformed shear banding. This of course does not suggest that all white etch shear

bands obtained through high strain rate testing in the past have been inconectly

classified æ transformed shear bands. Just that it is conceivable now that the white etch

may be an artifact of the etchant and extremely high localized deformation, not

necessarily indicative of a phase Íansformation.

Supporting evidence of the above mentioned statement is provided by Manion

and Stock [26] who showed that a sample containing a white etched shear band,

assumed to be untempered martensite, could be subsequently tempered. If the

aforementioned shea¡ band was truly untempered mafensite it should da¡ken when
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tempered and re-etched. The results were rather interesting, a first temper at 300oC for

30 minutes resulted in only one half of the shear band to darken whereas the other half

remained white. An additional temper at 575oc for 30 mi¡utes was required to darken

the remaining half of the shear band. The markedly un-nartensitic behavior of the

second half of the shear band implies then that it perhaps was not typical martensite as

is cuffently known to be, and that not all the white etch regions are untempered

martensite.

With all the questions of whether or not the white etch shear bands are

transformed or not, it was only a matter of time before analytical tools such as the TEM

were used to study the bands in more detail. Considering the amount of uncefainty

sunounding the topic of tra¡sformed adiabatic shear bands, there has been very little

analytical work done on the topic. The limited research is due, in part, to the fact that

specimen preparation is very difficult to carry out effectively. The white etch portion of

the shear band resists the etchant more than the matrix and therefore yields a thicker

specimen from which information is difficult to obtain.

One of the earliest attempts of shea¡ band analysis used X-ray diffraction (XRD)

to determine the lattice parameter for an ASB using Ka and Kp radiation. The results

seemed to show that the band was BCT marte¡site [56]. However this is by no means

conclusive. The sunounding matrix was tempered martensite (carbides in a ferritic

matrix) and could have easily contributed to the impression of a mafensitic shea¡ band.

Also, there was no apparent presence of retained austenite within the shear band,

another factor contributing doubts to the theory that a phase transformation had taken

place. Finally, no concentration gradient was encountered when traversing the shear
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band, implying the adiabatic heating was too brief in duration for any measurable

amount of diffusion to occur.

TEM of the ASB seems to suggest a very fine grained, untempered martensite

with no evidence of carbide precipitate particles or retained austenite, as mentioned

earlier. The lack of austenite and the fine grains were attributed to the extremely rapid

heating and quenching by the surrounding matrix. No additional proof of a martensitic

transformation had been provided. Additional work from the same year provided

evidence that the grains within the ASB were approximately 0.1 ¡rm in diameter and

possibly less [55]. Electron diffraction pattems indicated a BCC structure but it was

still assumed to be martensite of some sort, in spite of the fact that for a O.6Vo C steel

the maÍensite is of BCT plate type [72]. It was concluded that there was i¡suffrcient

time for recrystallization or grain growth in the austenite (which the authors show no

there is no evidence of occurring) so the martensite just formed heavily deformed

retained austenite. It is also difñcult to accept this considering that austenite is Fcc

and none was mentioned to have been found.

{ simil¿rly timed publication by Wingrove [63] reconfirmed the presence of

mafensite in the shear banded region of the quenched and tempered steel through the

analysis of TEM produced electron difffaction spots. TEM micrographs showed that

the matrix was typical of a quenched and tempered high carbon steel with extensive

carbide precipitation along micro twin boundaries. The white etch band, conversely, had

a very high density of dislocations with some cell boundaries. Small precipitates could

occasionally be imaged using dark-field techniques, but for the most part, they were

very small and unidentifiable with any certainty. Tempering of the shear band did not

cause the maÍensite to behave as would be expected, as it continued to etch white,
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implyirg a lack ofcarbide precipitation which normally causes darkening, indicative of a

tempered martensite. Nonetheless, the lattice spacings indicate it is in fact martensite,

in spite of its unique morphology. The dislocation density could not be explained

conclusively, but was thought to be generated during the deformation of austenite and

inherited by the subsequently formed martensite. Another theory was thal the

dislocations were generated within the martensite during deformation, after the

transformation process. The extreme plastic deformation during adiabatic shear

banding can conceivably create a very high dislocation density in the austenite, but this

assumes proof that some austenization takes place, which in this case did not and was

never mentioned. The very small size of the precipitate particles was assumed to be due

to the fact that they locked dislocations and thus survived the transformation to

martensite, The shear bands resistance to tempering as normal martensite was

attributed to either the carbides being so very small they were undetectable or that the

carbon was trapped in solid solution - held by lattice defects such as vacancies and

dislocations.

More contemporary work was far improved but still inconclusive. Dereps findings

in 1987 t64l stated that as the AsB is approached there is a considerable dec¡ease in

the density of dislocations and that the martensitic lathes of the sunounding matrix

seemed to becoming refined. Another interesting fact was that the mean diameter and

density of the precipitates increased as the ASB was approached, going from a di¡mefer

27 nmto 34 nm and a density of 6x1010 ---3 to 2*19l lmm-3. Electron diffraction of

all foils exhibited diffrrsed rings that, when indexed, gave evidence of Fe3c carbides in

small proportion, austenite in very small quantities, ferrite and maÍensite sharing the

same diffraction rings ald iron oxide from the surface of the thin foils. significant

microstructural modifications occur neff the ASB. In addition to the previously
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mentioned details there is a precipitation of iron carbide particles. All of the changes

that do occur are very simila¡'to the modifications produced by heat treatment and are

due to the temperature increase associated with some aspect of the strain localization.

Arcas close to the ASB have been subjected to temperature gractients which produce

effects similar to annealing, including increased polygonization as the shear band is

approached. The microstructure within the shear band was attributed to the fact that

enough difftrsion was allowed for carbides to be almost completely placed in solution.

This would require a shear band temperature of at least l000oC for 50 nm diameter

precipitates to dissolve in 0.1 ms. The previously mentioned ferrite was thought to be

delta ferrite, not alpha ferrite, which are impossible to distinguish in this instance due to

the thermal contraction effects upon the shear band. This assumption would require

that the shear band had become momentarily liquid, of course. Derep does not, in the

end state that alpha transformation had indeed taken place, considering the large

amount of seemingly contradictory evidence in regards to the occumence of a phase

transfonnation.

The most recent work in the field is also the most comprehensive and conclusive.

Wittman, Meyers and Pak did a very extensive study of the shear band region in

quenched and tempered 434O steel with rhe TEM [62]. The findings were r€latively

close to what Wingrove had found, with a high dislocation density and some cell

boundaries within the shear band. Also noticed, was the appearance of extra spots in

the diffraction pattern upon tempering of the shear band, indicating a possibility of

carbide precipitation in spite of the fact that the cha¡acteristic white etching band

remained bæically unchanged. The shea¡ band itself did not possess a clear boundary

between itself and the matrix, and the martensite structure was unlike common lath or

plate-type martensite. The tip of the shear crack consisted of a highly deformed region,
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narrower than the fully developed band. This was representative of all shear bands

observed. In order to test the hypothesis of a phase transformation occurring the shear

band was analyzed for the presence of austenite, but none was evident. As a

verification of this the sample was immersed in liquid nitrogen for I hour such that any

remaining austenite would be transformed into martensite, thereby increasing the

hardness of the material. This process yielded no perceptible hardness variations.

Studying shear bands that were not yet fully developed showed a microstructure

consisting of highly deformed mafensite plates with alignment in the direction of the

shear flow. The center of the shear band did not contain detectable grain boundaries

and is attributed in part to the large foil thickness (approaching 5 grails thick, as shear

band thinning is very difficult). Indexing electron difÍÌaction pattems from this area

indicated X QqC) carbides in a martensite matrix. The carbides are commonly

witnessed in the transition from epsilon to omega carbide during the onset of third stage

tempering. What is notewofhy is that X carbide usually requires a temperature between

200 and 400oC for 20 minutes before it becomes evident. Analysis of the intemal twin

boundaries revealed the presence of carbides common even without the influence of

shear loading. The boundary between the matrix and the shear band revealed a

presence of cementite ca¡bides with diameters varying between 5 and 200 nm as shown

through dark-field micrographs. An interesting aspect of the TEM micrographs was a

tweedlike microstructure common-ly associated with a sipificant amount of catbon in

solution [73] usually found in heavily deformed martensite in which carbon is locked up

at dislocations. This creates an image effect due to the interference of the electron

beam and the carbon rich dislocations. The Hägg carbides (1, Fe3C) and cementite

carbides have been attributed to one of marÌy reasons. Firstly, the material was

transformed to austenite and quenched rapidly to martensite with the remaining
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adiabatic heat creating carbides. This was reported to be improbable due to the fact

that there was absolutely no evidence of retained austenite in the shear band region,

which is usually present even in materials splat quenched. The second possibility is that

the Hägg carbides are the sanle as those that were initially in the matrix. The second

theory is supported by the fact that a relatively large amount ofheat is required to form

the carbides mentioned in the first theory. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that a

transformation could have taken place within the shear band followed by a quench to

form martensite. This does not agree well with theoretical heat models and experiments

that predict and show, based on the severe amount of shear, adequate temperature rise

to induce austenitazation. Though this is explained by assuming that heating was not of

a significant enough duration to allow for the up-quench transformation to austenite to

have occuned. The hardening was then proposed to be pafly due to adiabatic heat

induced ca¡bon diffr¡sion to dislocation sites within the she band. Theoretical models

seem to allow enough time for this to occur. A by-product of the above mentioned

reaction would be a general reduction in carbide particle size, which would also explain

the thennal softening observed by Rogers and Shastry tlOl during microha¡dness

traverses,

In surnmary of the paper by Wittman and co-investigators, the microstructure of

the shear bands closely resembles the mafix with the stress having broken up the laths

into very small pieces. It was concluded that the white etch is an artifact of etching and

cânnot provide enough information to allow the assumption of a phase transformation

to be made. Instead, all that can be assumed is that carbides have been dissolved and

are too small to cause localized pitting or that the microcrystalline structure within the

band changes etching characteristics.
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The assumption of a martensitic transformation seems to be the easies(

explanation for the occunence of a white etch. However, as mentioned earlier this

requires a tremendous amount of heat in order to occur, though temperature rises have

been recorded I I I ] and theoretically determined t64, 7 41. It is believed that they are a

result of the deformation process which encourages further localization of deformation

by increasing the plasticity of the material in the shear band region. It is the highly

localized deformation which causes the material to take on the characteristics it does,

that is the very fine microcrystalline structure and increased dislocation density and

subsequent hardness.

The shear band microstructure is best described by Whitrnan and co-investigators

[65] as being the result of previously existing matrix ca¡bides being broken up into

much smaller, finely distributed paÍicles throughout the band. The driving force for

this process is the extremely high stress and the adiabatic heating inducing increased

plasticity. Even though it seems that existing evidence rules out the possibility of a

phase transfomration having occurred, the above described shear band will still be

referred to as being a "transformed" type for convenience sake throughout the rest of

the document.

1.5. VARtous Hlcx SrRnl¡¡ RATE TEcHNtouEs

There exist almost as many methods of obtaining high strain rate test conditions

as there are research groups pursuing the topic. Selection of which method to utilize in

the present study was based on cost effectiveness, practicality and the type of data and

subsequent analysis desired. For the purpose of this study, a torsionally modified split-

Hopkinson ba¡ was deemed the most effective way of achieving high strain rate
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experimental conditions and provide both data and adequate post-test specimens ÍÌom

which significant metallurgical information could be obtained. More detailed reasoning

is supplied in Chapter 2. The remainder of this section will briefly touch upon the

existing technology cunently in use elsewhere.

1.5.1. Rod lmpact

In 1947, Taylor and Whiffin [46 and 47 from (5)j accelerared cylindrical

sperimens into a rigid plate. The resulting plastic deformation shortened the rod.

Through l-D rigid plastic analysis the dynamic yield stress could be i¡fened.

Subsequent studies determined the strain distribution in the test specimen. A variation

of the rod impact is the symmetrical rod impact where two identical rods are collided.

This modification helped alleviate problem related to the frictional effects inìerent to

the rod-plate collision, but introduced the problem of keeping the two rods perfecrly

aligred. Some drawbacks include a lack of a conventional stress-strain curve, a highly

defonned sample which may not represent material behavior in the field and the lack of

easily examined shear banded regions.

1.5.2. Expanding Rlng

The expanding ring test is a very sophisticated and extremely effective means of

subjecting samples to tensile loads with strain rates in excess of 104 1/s. In its most

complex configuration it can provide the fi.rll high st¡ain rate stress-strain relationship

for the sample. Simpler configurations are limited to dslsrmining ultimate strain only.

The test is based on the sudden detonation of an explosive charge at the center of the

ring and for this reason only a few laboratories have the facilities, equipment and

authorization to employ this technique.
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1.5.3. Flyer Plate lmpact

The flyer plate apparatus consists of a flat flyer plate slamming into a stationary

target plate. Typical data produced during this test include high strain rate yield-stress,

shock wave response, spall strength and equations of state information for materials

undergoing uniaxial strain. Extreme care and precision must be exercised to ensure that

there is no tilt between the target and impact plates. Typically, stress-strain curves and

adiabatic shear banded regions are not generated.

1.5.4. Torsional lmpact

This technique typically consists of a high speed lathe mounted device consistirg

of a rotating chuck and fixed chuck mounted components. Upon reaching the desired

speed a spring loaded catch mechanism engages the two, previously unconnected,

components. The ensuing impact is carried by the sample which acts as the weak link

between the recently coupled device and is subsequently shorn. The test is susceptible

to inaccuracies during data accumulation due to the impact of the catch mechânism and

the sample is typically shom right through, making subsequent shear band analysis very

difñcult.
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Cnepren 2

Deslct¡ nruo llr¡ple¡¡ENTATtoN or n Tonslor.l¡l Spur-
Hopxr¡rson BRR

2.1. lNrRoDUcfloN

This section covers all the design details involved with the torsionally modified

split-Hopkilson bar. Included are its construction and ¡he methodology involved with

data acquisition, post-processing and interpretation. A description of the equipment

used for signal measurement, data acquisition and amplification is provided. The

operating procedure for varying temperature and strain tests are also given. Since the

experimental specimens are equally important as the apparatus, specimen prepaiation,

including all details of machining, specimen geometry, heat-treatment and final polishing

are included.

2.2. HoPKrNsoN Bnn Txeony

The split-Hopkinson ba¡ is by far the most commonly utilized experimental

confìguration for high-strain rate material testing. Since its conception in 1948 by

Kolsþ [75], many arangements of the bar have been used, including compression,

shea¡ and torsion, shown in figure 9.

The basic set-up is shown in Figure 10. As is often the case in high strain rate

testing, it is not always possible to directly monitor the lest specimen for data regarding

to the slress and strain state the specimen is undergoing. For this reason, the sample

must be monitored indirectly. In the case of Hopkinson ba¡s the stress-strain
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information from the sample is derived from the wave magnitude signals entering and

leaving the specimen, the difference between total input and total output represents the

amounl of load signal required to deform the sample. For the torsional split-Hopkinson

bar the load impulse is supplied by the sudden release of a stored torsional wave (which

shall be discussed later). The input, or incident, wave and the transnitted and reflected

waves are all recorded by strain gauges and captured by a computer. Subsequent

analysis of the captured data, done as detailed later in this chapter, provides all pertinent

stress-strain information.

The theory behind the bar involves obtaining data on the dynamic stresses, strains

and displacements at the end of a bar based on information obtained at some location

near the center of the bar. Provided that impact-load traveling through the bar remains

elastic in nature, the disturba¡ce at the end ofthe bar will remain essentially undistorted

except in very high frequency components. The speed of the wave traveling through

the bar follows the relation;

"=rW

Where E is the modulus of elasticity and p is the density. This equation is valid

for axially applied pulses, either positive or negative in nature. For shea¡ pulses the

modulus of elasticity would be replaced by the modulus of rigidity, or shear modulus,

G. Deformation of the sample occurs because its size, or more specifically, cross-

section, is much smaller than the Hopkinson bar, resulting in the elastic wave traveling

through the Hopkinson bar to plastically deform the sample.
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For this thesis it was decided that a torsional version of the split-Hopkinson bar

would be constructed due to the combined factors of the drawbacks associated with

axial-type bars and the benefits inherent to torsional type bars. The shortcomings

intrinsic to the axial-type compression type Hopkinson bars shall be discussecl in order

to establish further justification for the construction of a torsional bar.

Due to the Poisson's ratio effect, compressive loading is always accompanied by a

radial expansion of the test specimen. With this radial expansion is the opposing force

of radial ineftia, which increases with shorter pulses and greater pulse amplitudes. This

results in a radial stress component superposed on the axial component. Thus, in a test

which is supposed to be uniaxial, the stress state is not fully uniaxial. To further

compound the problem, elimination of the radial stress component is not a trivial

calculation due to the fact that it relies on dynamic material parameters not yet

determined.
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Another problem associated with the radial expansion of the sample is the friction

induced radial traction acting at the interfaces between the sample and the loading bars.

Friction can be mi¡imized through proper lubrication, but it can never be eliminated.

All of these factors, plus the fact that the sample is severely deformed after testing

contribute to the difüculties associated with compression testing, resulting in torsional

impact being a very attractive altemative.

In torsion testing, due to a complete lack of poissonrs ratio effects, radial

deformation of any significant variety does not occur. This implies that inertial and

frictional effects prevalent in axial testing are non-existent in the torsional test. These

factors were the driving force behind the development of the torsional Kolsky bar. A

beneficial quality which was later determined is that stain rate sensitivity values obtained

using the torsional bar compare well with axial tests.

Another important difference between the axial and torsional setup is the nature

of the pulses traveling along the length of the cylindrical bar. An axial pulse will

undergo geometric dispersion due to the fact that different frequency components of the

pulse travel at different velocities [76]. This effect is especially pronounced in higher

frequency components. Conversely, there is no geometric dispersion when a torsional

pulse travels elastically down a bar. This implies that as the pulse is carried toward the

specimen it will not change its shape.

A benefit of the no dispersion quality is that a pulse initiated with a very low rise

time will sustain this sharp wave front without any alteration to the pulse due to various

components of the wave moving ahead or falling behind the nain body of the pulse,

independent of the length of the Kolsky bar. This quality in torsional pulses lends itself

well to pulse measurement. Contrary to Ð(iaylongitudinal pulses, the strain gages used
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to measure the pulses can be placed as near, or far, from the specimen as is convenient

and still accurately represent the magnitude and duration of the pulse, as it affects the

specimen. In axial Kolsky bars, a gage placed too far from the specimen will provide

iffepresentative signals due to excessive dispersion, while a gage too close to the

specimen will be susceptible to three dimensional end effects.

A disadvantage to the non dispersive nature of the wave is that if the torsional

pulse is noisy when iìitiated, inplying it is superposed by some high-frequency

distortion components, this quality will be maintained by the pulse for the duration of its

existence. A direct effect of the noisy pulse would be an equally variable strain rate, the

physics of which will be described Iater.

Torsional split-Hopkinson bars can also be modified for use as a quasi-static

torsional apparatus [ 1], allowing quasi-static incremental strain rate and dynamic strain

rate tests. This arrangement allows strain rate effect tests to be done without incurring

the enors associated with using more than one test apparatus throughout the range of

strain rates. The modification consists of fixing the free end of the transmitter bar to

the base of the apparatus and applying the quasi-static load to the incident bar where

the jack mechanism is cunently attached. Load application is facilitated through the use

of a powerful electric motoÌ coupled to the bar with a speed reducer. This modification

was not implemented in the present study due to time and cost consûaints.

ln his axial bar, Kolsky showed that in the measurement of the pulses on either

end of the specimen, the portion of the hcident loading wave that is transmitted

through the specimen yields a measure of the axial stress, while the magnitude of the

reflected wave is in proportion to its strain rate. With a torsional Kolsþ bar the axial

stress and strain values are replaced by shear stresses and angular displacements.
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Combining output from the strain gages on opposite sides of the specimen and

integrating the strain rate/time pulse to yield strain versus time, as will be shown later,

provides a complete record of the stress-strain curve.

The actual stress wave in the torsional Hopkinson bar is produced by the sudden

release of a stored torque. The loading pulse itself is produced by clamping the bar at

some predetermi¡ed distance from its end equipped with some mechanized means of

twisting the clamped length. upon loading to the desired level of strain, the retentive

force of the clamp must be suddenly released. An ideally functioning clamp will hold

the bar with no slippage and release the torque expediently and cleally enough to

consistently provide a sharp fronted, flat stress pulse, as often as is required. Due to

this necessity, the clamp is the most critical component of any successful torsional

Hopkinson selup. The design of which will be discussed subsequently.

Upon release of the clamp, the stored torque is released in the form of two

torsional pulses equal and opposite in magnitude, exactly one half the value of the

stored torque each. One of the pulses propagates from the clâmp towards the specimen

while the aforementioned equal and opposite unloading pulse propagates from the

clamp towards the loading mechanism. The resulting phenomenon is commonly

overlooked in related literature in spite of the already contained evidence. The length

of the stress pulse is, if one disregards rise time and slamp release noise, exactly double

the lenglh of the loaded portion of the Hopkinson bar. The reasoning behind this is

illustrated in Figure I 1.

If at the point of clamp release the solid and dotted square waves represent the

loading and unloading pulse respectively, the loading pulse moves to the left while the

equal and opposite unloading pulse moves to the right. Upon moving to the right, the
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unloading pulse will immediately ricochet off of the loading end, inveÍ to be the same

sign as the loading pulse and instantly, and seamlessly, attach itselfto the loading pulse,

effectively doublilg the length of the loading pulse and the ensuing torsional pulse.

Evidence of this phenomenon is provided in the following section.

2.3. Deslct¡ oF A SpLtr-HopKtNsoN BAR

ln 1992 a preliminary design of a splirHopkinson bar at the University of

Manitoba had been developed based on the schematic shown in Figure 10. No acfual

bar was available. The major focus of the current study involved design and

implementation of the apparatus covered in this section.

2.3.1. The Loading System

The method of loading is facilitated through the rather simple yet higtrly effective

hydraulic jacking mechanism shown in Figure 12.

Upon adequately securing the bar to prevent slip (the clamping mechanism,

Figure 18, will be discussed later), torque application to the load section is done by

cranking the jack, Figure 12. Between the loading arm and the point of contact with

the jack is a load cell calibrated to provide the applied load in kilograms. Next, the

applied torque is calculated by taking into consideration the acceleration of gravity and

the length of the torque arm.
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To eliminate errors, there are two other redundant systems which are used to

obtain the actual applied load. To counter the detrimental effects of jack pressure

decrease, the loading wheel can be locked in place with a caliper clamp. Horvever, for.

the most part, this is not necessary as the jack decrease is slow enough to allow for

fracture of the load release pin with no more than a few percent loss in stored torque.

The jack itself is a simple 3 ton hydraulic jack fixed to a swivel base to compensate for

motion of the lever arm when twislirg the bar.

2.3.2. Specimen Mount

Another extremely important aspect of the entire experimental setup is the way in which

the specimen is held between the two ends of the Hopkinson bar. The literature shows

that for materials of relatively low flow stress the specimen flanges can be fastened with

epoxy to the ends of the bars. This method is not effective for stronger materials such

as the SPS-Plus steel used in these experiments.

It was decided that machined hexagonal sockets and hexagonal flanged specimens,

15.88 mm âcross and ó.35 mm deep would be used for the specimen gripping set-up, as

sho\ryn in Figrires 13 and 14. Unlike some cases in the literature [5], no set screws or

rigidity increasing compounds like glycol phthalate were used. This does not preclude

the possibility of set screws bei¡g retrofitted to the existing apparatus for future

experimental runs though.
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FÍgure 13: Specimen slot at end of the bars.

Flgure 14: Photo of specimen and specimen slot.



2.3.3. Stra¡n Gage Placement

Due to the complex nature and interactions present within the Hopkinson bar,

more specifically the incident bar, careful attention must be paid to the placement of the

strain gages. As touched upon earlier, the necessary data for processing the stress-

strain history of the sample are obtained through the combined analysis of the incident,

transmitted and reflected waves. Placement of a gage too close to the specimen will

result in the leading edge of the reflected wave interfering with the trailing edge of the

transmitted wave, thereby ruining the data over the interval of overlap. Conversely,

using an arbitrary dista¡ce away from the sample is also not feasible either because

there are physical restraints imposed by the length of the bar and the space constraints

available for this rather long set-up. Optimally, there are two things that should be

considered in order to ensure proper bar design. First is the length of the section to be

twisted which acts as the source of the load impulse. Second, is the actual wave

characteristic diagram that frinctions to give the time displacement record for all three

of the required waves for the duration of the test.

2.3.3.1 . Wave Characteristic Diagram

Al example of a wave characteristic or Lagrangian diagram is given in Figure 10.

hterpretation of the wave cha¡acteristic diagram is not nearly as difficult as it seems.

The starting point of the wave is directly under the clamp gage section at time equal to

0 ps. Based on the velocity of the wave, given above to be approximately 3100 m/s,

and the dimensions of the bar (i.e. the length) one can derive the time displacement

history for every wave and its accompanying reflection.
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In the case of the Hopkinson bar used in the present experiments, since the

clamped section is 49 cm long the load impulse will therefore be 98 cm long or 316 ¡rs

in duration. In order to avoid overlap of the incident and reflected waves, the incident

strain gage must be at the very least 49 cm from the end of the bar. This location

coincides with the intersection of two lines at approximately the 570 ¡rs line, in Figur.e

15, more specifically immediately to the left of it. This location should be theoretically

clear of any overlapping zones, but due to real effects such as rise time, decay and

clamp release noise it is necessary to move a few centimeters further away from the

specimen. A complete drawing of the final working design is provided in Figure 25.

The second important gage to be placed is on the transmitter bar. Since both bars

are of equal length, the transmitter bar is relatively inmune to reflective overlapping

effects, due to the fact that they occur so late in the test. So late, in fact, that all the

necessary data has been captured and the test completed before the transmitted wave

could reach the end of the bar a¡d retum to overlap with itself. Gage placement, in this

case, is simply the same distance from the sample as in the tansmitter bar.

A beneficial side effect of placing the gage the same distance from the sample on

both ends is that, when captured at the same time, it facilitates easier data reduction and

increases accuracy [77]. Placed in this manner, one does not have to be concerned with

tl¡s timing of the signal capturing devices, as they can be triggered simultaneously.

Slight discrepancies between the placement of the two gages can be overlooked, as an

error of 1 mm in alignment corresponds to an enot of only a fifth of a microsecond

t73t.
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The third stain gage placed on the Hopkinson bar is probably the least significant.

It provides the magnitude of the stored torque in the ba¡ before unloading and can be

located anywhere within the clamped section, but preferably near the center to avoid

ilhomogeneous end-effects. This gage also functions a means to measure the load in

the bar and aid in calibrating the instrumenfation.

2.3.4. Criteria For the Design of the Load Length

2.3.4.1 . Velocity of the lmpulse

In order to be able to make accurate calculations as to the location of the wave al

a given time, it is necessary to fìrst know, at least approximately, the velocity of a shear

wave through an aluminum bar.

In the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [78], the velocity of a plane transverse

(shear) wave in rolled aluminum was given to be 30¿10 m/s. As will be shown later, the

use of this approximation proved to be very accurate, as was verified upon completion

and testing of the split-Hopkinson bar.

For the sake of accuracy in later calculations, a¡d to show the techniques used to

determine it, the true value for the shear velocity is calculated through data obtained

during regular testing of the Hopkinson bar.

To measure transverse wave velocity, the bar is set up to record data as in normal

testing. All the required infomration is provided by the transmitted wave reco¡d.

Attention must be paid to the configuration of the recorder such that capture duration is

set long enough to have record of the waves first pass under the strain gage as well as
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the Ieading edge of the same wave inverted after striking the end of the transmitted ba¡.

The inversion effect is illustrated in Figure 16.

The circled sections of the wave represent the matching arbitrary points on the wave

f¡om which all calculations are based. Figure l7 shows the actual record used for this

calculation.

The time between the two reference points represents the time required for the

wave to t¡avel 99 cm, reflect off the end of the bar and travel back along the same 99

cm. Si¡ce the time betrveen the two points is 631.08 ps, the speed of the wave in the

ba¡ isl

#ffi4ßslryf
As can be seen, this is a very close to the published value of 3040 m/s. In fact,

only offby = 3vo. Since the factors of safety are far larger than this, it can be concluded

that having worked with the value of 3040 m,/s was adequate.

Having obtained an exact value of the velocity for future reference, the next step

is to determine the absolute minimum length of the wave that would still cause a

fracture in the specimen.
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Figure 16: Tracking lhe wave inversion effect in order to calculate shear wave velocity.
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Flgure 17: Transmitted pulse trace.



2.3.4.2. SpecimenFractureCrileria

Throughout the calculations presented in this section a number of assumptions

have been made for the sake of simplicity. In tum, factors of safety have been

introduced to counter the possibly detrimental aspects of the assumptions.

The standard sample size of a 12.'1 mm intemal diameter and a 13.39 mm outer

diameter with a resulting wall thickness of 0.34 mm is used in the following calculation.

The amount ofenergy required to illicit the onset of yielding in a quasi-static test can be

calculated as follows.

The torque 7) at the onset of yielding is given by:

tJ

where t, is the shear stress required for yielding, "I is the polar moment of inerti a and c2

is the outer ¡adius. In the case of a hollow cylinder, ,/ would be;

t =|("! -,i)

ln the case of the average specimen in the present study,

(le)

(20)

r =!l(ß3s\42L\2)
=aozlmmof.

-(ry)^l
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Based on the fact that the steel used is a medium carbon type similar to 4340 and

previous data, the maximum yield strength that can be obtained through heat treatment

can be taken to be ry: 1000 MPa. Following equation (19), this would result in a

torque at yielding of,

-8990'ïNmml.

The angle of twist at this same point would be,

. Î"Lq,=-,' czu
(21)

where Z is the gage length and G is the modulus of rigidity or shear modulus. The

resulting twist is thus,

1000x 4.953 f N**3ft_f

lw*m')
0"=Y t3.39lzx79oool Nmm3

=9.36x|\-3fradiansl
= 0.536o.

The approximate limiting value, under quasi-static test conditions, for plastic

deformation would be as follows,
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The next part of the calculation lays out the limitations of the Hopkinson bar

based upon the material and geometry of the twisted length,

The absolute maximum strain, y max, that could be carried by the bar is as

follows;

L
T'= 

zT,
L

- 3(89907.16)lNmn)

-1199001Nmm1.

since r : Gì,

r,, l40l MPal
¡ n'ìãx G 26 LGpa J

= 5.38 x l0-3.

(22)

(23)

(24)

This maximum strai¡ would correspond to some degree of twist or torque within the

bar, depending upon its length l.

,L0* = T-- -,

where c is the radius of the bar. This results in a twist of,

o,*=5.38x10-'ffl#l
= O.l99lradiansf

= 11.42" .
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These numbers are based on the current length of the clamped section, ¿.

Recalling the approximate value of torque required to generate fracture to be 120,000

Nmm from equation (22), the maximum torque produced in the loaded section can be

determined and then compared to the specimen value to see if at teast that anìount of

torque can be produced.

The equation used to calculate the toque in a bar ofgiven length is as follows;

Substituting values in for the above equation yields,

.r. _ 
0.199 xltz.l4 ,26f **ocrol

'max -- -46Ys L ** l
- 450,500LNmmf.

Based on the above calculated value, the cunent design of the bã should be

capable of effectively breaking materials having up to three or four times the strength

for which it was designed. This factor of safety is large enough to accommodate any

increases ir material strength introduced due to dyDamic loading.

2.3,5. The Clamp/Release Mechanism

The clamping mechanism is shown in Figures 18 and 19. The clamp itself is

utilized by loosening the loading bolt and then fully tightening the load release pin as

much as possible by hand. At this point the loading bolt is tightened enough to remove

- o",*JG
'** ---¿ (2s\
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any slack in its motion plus another quarter of a tum. The desired load can now be

applied with minimal slip of the bar, after which the loading bolt is tightened until

fracture of the load release pin. In order to verifl the validity of the clamps

effectiveness, a few calculations are made to illustrate the effectiveness of the design.

Assuming that the bar will be loaded to its maximum load resulting from a twist

angle of l2o or 0.209 radians, the accompanying torque in the bar would then be,

o,209x9tz.7a x26r
,='utni't'' 

ntulmmacpal

469.9 I ** J

- 47250üNmml.

This torque can be expressed as a force acting on the surface of the l2.l mm radius bar.

rj _ Fuo, _27209.76¡¡¡1t brake - t, 
- 

0^61

= 61000[¡/].

Fuo,

=372001N1.

In order for the ba¡ not to slip, there must be at least that much braking force

from the clamp, after slip losses. The coefficient of static friction between mild steel

a¡d aluminum is p = 0.61 [79]

(26)
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Flgure 18: Sketch of the clamping mechanism.
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Figure 19: Photograph ofthe clamping system.
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As illustrated in Figure 20, the load on the pin will be F1, where,

E - 
3'55 

609 gi.gir Nj'7
- 30e00lNl.

_nwein-Ç,

_ 30e34.6e[ N I-;4ræL;æ)
- 434[MPa].

(27)

In order for the mechanism to perform as described above, this load must be sustained

by the fracture pin without premature failure. The load canied by the pin, o pin, wíll

be,

(28)

Since the pin is made of high strength steel, it can easily accommodate the

aforementioned load without premature failure, even with a stress concentration notch

machined through its midsection to ensure fast, brittle fracture. Further tightening of

the clamp, as prescribed earlier in the section, wiII cause fracture and ultimate release of

the stored torque to occur,
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Flgure 20: Force diagram of the clamping mechanism.

2.3.6. Final Mechanical Design

The ba¡ is constructed of two 1.829 m lengths of 25.4 mm diameter 6061-T6

aluminum. The bars are suspended on a series of Teflon bushing lined mounts r.vhich

a¡e, in turn, attached to a 4 m long l-beam which functions as the base of the whole

apparatus.

With every fundamental component of the test apparatus having been covered in

detail, the Hopkinson bar can now be shown as the sum of its components. Figure 25

shows a schematic of the torsional split-Hopkinson ba¡, and Figure 22 is an enlarged

view of the loading side of the Hopkinson set-up. The electronic componentry and

schematics are described in the following section of the text.
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F¡gure 21: Sketch of the Hopkinson bar set_up. o\o\
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Figu.e 22: Enlarged view of the Hopkinson bar - loading side.
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2.4. ELEcrRoNtc lrusrnuu¡¡¡rnrroru / Der¡ AcoutstiloN

The electronic instrumentation of the system is based on three transient wave

form recorders which capture the incident, transmitted and reflected waves. The system

is completed with the addition of 3 amplifiers, 3 strain gages, 3 non-storage

oscilloscopes, I digital storage oscilloscope, a personal conÌputer and a signar switching

box. The set-up will be described as an integral unit rather than by individual

componenl,

AII data acquisition starts with the strain gages on the surface of the bar. Typical

90o offset tension gages, and the problems associated with using them in torsion, have

been by-passed in favor of torsionar type strain gages designed specifically for this

manner of application. The strain gages were supplied by Measurements Group, Inc.,

type cEA-06-250us-350. The apparatus was fitted with 3 separate strain gages. Two

on the incident bar and one on the transmitted bar. Each strain gage signal is amplified

by one of the three amplifiers which increase the signal to a full scale output of l0 volts.

The incident bar strain gage uses a Honeywell Accudata 1 I g amplìñer while the

transmitter bar gage is coupled to an Accudata 2lg amplifier. only the two gages

placed equidistant from the specimen shall be examined closely, as they are the only

gauges responsible for the test data acquisition. From the amplifiers, the signal is then

ready to be captured by the Biomations 805 tmnsient wave form recorder. The

amplifier for the incident signal also provides the reflected signal, and thus must have a

signal splitter at its output to accommodate each of the two connected Biomations.

The typical set-up consists of two digital storage oscilloscopes working in parallel. The

hrst captures the incident and reflected waves and the second captures the transmitted

wave. The drawback of this set-up is the fact that the scales of both the scopes are set
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such that two waves could fit in the memory at once. This results reducing the possible

resolution to one half of the maximum. With three independent capturing devices

maximum resolution can be utilized.

The trans¡ent recorders used have the ability to be intemally or extemally

triggered, with the trigger delay time adjustable to precisely the duration required. In

addition, the length of the stored signal can also be easily set based on the pulse

duration. With the prhciple of operation established, it was decided to have the first

unit, the incident wave recorder, be the master recorder to which the reflected and

transmitted recorders would be linked. That is, the incident recorder triggering the

storage of the reflected and transmitted waves.

The order of events in signal capture are as follows. The incident pulse travels

over the first strain gage, the incident recorder would detect this initial signal and

commit its entire duration to memory. At this point the incident recorder would send a

trigger pulse to the remaining two recorders, Since both re6¿ining signals have an

equidistant path from the specimen to their respective gage, the delay after incident

trigger is set to the same value for both of them. The delay and duration on the

reflected ând transmitted recorders have been adjusted such that the signals stored on

them start at approximately the same point in memory as in the incident recorder. With

all three signals captured, the data is ¡eady for the next step in processing / storage.

To check the status of the stored signal, each of the recorders is coupled to a BK

Precision 2120 non-storage oscilloscope. I¡ order to transfer the data to DOS format

disk, the use of a Gould ¿1035 digital storage oscilloscope was required. The Gould

scope has the ability to download stored traces from each of the transient recorders and

upload them, individually, to the personal computer through an IEEE interface card.
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selection of which signal to transfer is facilitated by a 3-channel switching box located

undemeath the electronics rack.

The Gould is computer controlled by a program which was modifred for this

operation. The program stores the signals as three individual ASCII files, which can

then be manipulated by either an automated stress-strain / strain rate history generating

program, written specifically for this task, or manually manipulated in a spreadsheet

pfogram, to the same basic result.

2.4.1. Equipment Calibration

The calibration presented in this section does not apply to the individual

components of the system, piece by piece, such as various amplifiers or wave foml

recorders. It is assumed that everything has been previously calib¡ated to roughly the

same gain and full scale output, as per their respective manuals. This section is

provided to explain how the enti¡e collective system was calibrated and each of the

components adjusted to perform on par with the others, and ensure that each device

used to provide the data is on scale with each back-up system.

Since amplifier performance may change slightly if moved to another strail gage,

the amp we¡e calibrated with the shain gage they would be coupled to during the

experiments. To calibrate the load cell with the strain gage on the loaded section of the

bar a¡rd the accompanying twist indicator, the following operation was performed. The

clamp was tightened and the bar loaded in small increments up until maximrrm safe load

was achieved. At each increment the load displayed on the strain gage, the load cell

and the twist gage were recorded and then converted to torque by whatever

mathematical manipulation was required. The relationship between the three techniques
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'flas linear and directly proportional, indicating that the load cell and twist gage were

accurate systems of redundancy to the strain gage, Catibration curves of the

aforementioned operation is provided in Figure 23.

To ensure that aìl the signals produced would react identically to a given input,

the transmitter and incident bar were conrected via a solid core sample that woulcl

undergo minimal deformation regardless of the applied loact. with the clamp loosened

and the loading arm in the rest position, another loadi¡g aml was attached to the end of

the transmitter bar. From this temporarily affixed torque arm, calibration weights wer.e

hung and the deflection of the incidenlreflected and transmitted signals measured. The

respective amplifiers were then fine tuned until their signals, reactions and deflection

matched exactly the strain gage output from the loaded section of the incident ba¡ and

the equivalent torque infened from the load cell. upon completion of this technique the

signal detection and amplification is perfectly calibrated and ready for testing.
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2.5. Calcuutil,to SrREss, STRA|N e¡¡o SrRnt¡¡ R¡r¡

Wirh a working split-Hopkinson apparatus and data acquisition system in place,

all that rcmains to be done is the necessary post-processing and data manipulation to

provide the stress, strain and strain rates for each test. Originally the analysis was

developed by Kolsky for tension, but appears in this section transposed to shear [73].

The building blocks for theses calculations are in the incident, transmitted and reflected

pulses, shown in Figure 25. It is the use of these building blocks which will now be

discussed in detail.

One fact that must be kept in mind when analyzing stress-strain data ffom the

Hopkirson bar is that the inherent limitations of the design preclude its effectiveness for

determining material behavior in the elastic region due to stress-wave reflection,

nonuniformity of stress and large strain-rate variations during the initial portions of the

test [85]. The nonuniformity is well illustrated in the strain rate vs. time graph in Figure

25.
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Keeping with Kolsky's analysis, the reflected torsional pulse provides a measure

of the shear strain rate through the specimen, i, (/ ). Single integration of this quantity

yields the shear strain in the specimen, T., (t). f¡" shear strain in the specimen can be

expressed as the difference in rotation ofthe two ends, divided by its length,

D ö,-D ö2
I¡ - 2r.

(2e)

0, md Q, are the twist angles of the incident and tra¡smitted bars, respectively. D" is

the mean diameter of the thin walled specimen and L, is the gage length. The value of

Q, can be obtained from the surface shear strain ofthe transmitter bar by:

Daô. Daó
" 2ðx 2c àt

in which D is the diameter of the Kolsky bar and

,=M,

the torsional velocity in the Kolsþ bar. From this relation Q 2 can be expressed as,

o,=f'lr,(,)a,,

(30)

(3 t)

ald simiìarly, Q, can be expressed as the difference in st¡ains due to the incident and

reflected pulses:
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(32)

The negative sign is required due to the fact that the reflected pulse travels in the

-x dilection. Differentiating equation (29) and substituting in (31) and (32) for Q, and

Q, respectively, will yield:

o, =f;'![t,<,1-v *(t)Yh

t. (') = 
;+[T,,.(r) - {y, (r) - ^¿" 

(r)}], (33)

with all the strains being a function of time. In the case of a homogeneous state of

strain in the specimen, the transmitted pulse can be expressed as the difference between

the incident arìd reflected pulses, that is,

Yr = y¡ - (-yn ).

This assumption would cause equation (33) to be simplified to the form

(34)

The assumption posed to derive equation (34) from (33) relies heavily on the

occumence of a very uniform strain-rate. Analysis of the curves has shown this to be

incorrect. Though the shain tate is generally constant, there a¡e aspects of chaDge

within the test that cannot be overlooked and should thus be taken into consideration

when calculating all aspects of the experimental results. AII quantities in equation 33

are known and constant except for the magnitude of the strain values yr, Tn and Tr

which are provided by the digital acquisition equipment.
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Integration of equation (33) yields the value of strain, .ys(t), in the sample. For

example:

t, fl =' ! ff¡r., (r) - ^y, (t) + y o (t))rtt,

,,d) = #-'ily.(r) - y, (r) +.y" (r)lÀr,

2T.r - ----------L
" - (nzr,'z)r, '

(3s)

where T is the duration over which the required strain value is to be obtained. As

mentioned previously, frrll time for data acquisition would be 1024 ¡ts with each

interval, 
^t, 

being I ¡rs i¡ duration. Simplifing equation (35) to a more workable form

yields,

(36)

which is the total strain acting on the specimen.

For the specirnen shea¡ stress, Kolsky has shown that the transmitted pulse,

Tr(f), p¡ovi¿es a dtect measure of the average shear stress in the specimen. ln a

thin-walled tube loaded in fension, the stress is expressed by:

where ts is the wall thickness and ?n, is the average torque. The specimen average

torque is expressed in terms of the average torque at each of its ends.

+=|(r*r,),

(37)

(38)
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in which 77 is the torque at the specimen - incident bar interface and T2 the torque al

the specimen - transmitter bar interface. Z7 is given in terms of the strain at the surface

of the bar, that is, the incident and reflected pulses:

Tt- G(y, +y )nD'

In a homogeneous state of strain in which ^l t + ,l 
n = nl, i

t6
(3e)

(40)

but as mentioned earlier, the state of strain is seldom uniform enough to assume it as

such, and thus equation (40) is modified i¡stead to be;

""(')=+w,

",Q) 
= #Lv,t) - v, (Ð + v" (¡)l' (41)

Thus, strain rate has been calculated and by eliminating time in the stress and

strain equations, stress-strain curves can be obtained as well.

2.5.1. Theoretical Llmits on Straln Rate

Many design conside¡ations can be taken into account to maximize the strain rate

of the Hopkinson bar. However, there are practical and theoretical limits on the

uppermost attainable strain rates. The generally accepted theo¡etical upper limit for a
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Kolsky bar is about 104 s- I , though actual limits are far less. This can be inferred from

the relation provided by Hartley et al in [76] as follows;

*[",(å.)-'(+)'(+)',] (42)

From to above relationship it is evident that the most significant influencing

quantily comes ffom the right side of the equation within the square brackets - the

specimen gage length. By shortening the gage length one will maximize this quantity.

Earlier it was mentioned that a few of the assumptions made by Hartley et al for

simplicity were not followed to facilitate a higher degree of accuracy. An important

addendum to the aforementioned decision is that a further means of decreasing

inhomogeniety during the test is to increase the gage length . Though this does

decrease the strain rate, it ensures an increased stability with the test conditions,

specifically the strain rate. The reasoning behind this is that as the gage length is

sho¡tened, the strain rate will increase noticeably. At the same time, end effects become

far more significant and the strain rate increasingly less uniform, resulting in erratic

results and material behavior, as well as tested samples unsuitable for metallographic

analysis.

The second term that can be modified 16 ¡a¡imizs strain rate is the diameter of

the test specimen. Due to physical limitations imposed by the specimen holder, D"/D,

or the specimen diameter over the bar diameter has a limiting ratio of unity.

A high yield stress bar material will also increase the strain rate, but introduces

many significant logistical diffrculties. The beneficial aspects come fiom the fact that
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the amount of stored torque can be significantly increased by usilg an alloy steel bar.

However, two detrimental factors come into play when contemplating using a steel bar.

Firstly, the mass density, p, in steel is approximately three times that of aluminum.

Therefore in order to be able to realize any of the advantages associated with using a

steel bar, its yield strength must also be triple that of aluminum. otherwise there will be

no increase in the strain rate. Secondly, the same problem posed when attempting to

clamp and restrain an aluminum bar are present when clamping a steel bar. The critical

difference being that if using a steel bar, the torque would be three time greater than in

aluminum, requiring three times the clamp pressure. This, extremely intensified, radial

pressure on the bar may lead to the introduction of radial and axial pulse components

due to the sudden deletion of Poisson's effect upon release of the clamp.

Increasing the radius of the bar is a relatively insignificant modihcation, as can be

inferred from equation (42), nd not worth the additional effort when considering the

retum on investment. To effectively acquire upper limit strain rates above 104 l/s, and

still have reliable data, an altemate testing system such as double shear, punching or

plate impact must be utilized.

Lower limits from the strain rate are in the vicinity of 102 l/s. 'fhis is because a

lower strain ¡ate could not be held constant though the entire test. In order to

approach a constant value of strain, the reflected pulse is required to remain constant.

This condition, in tum, requires that the incident pulse be sipificantly larger than the

transmitted pulse. Though the effect varies depending on the work hardening rate of

the material, the end result is a lower limit of strain rate imposed upon the Kolsky bar.

2.5.2, Praclical Limits on Strain Rate
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Having seen the theoretical limits of the split-Hopki¡son bar, it is important to

understand why the practical limits of the strain rates reported within this thesis are less

than 1000 l/s.

The first step is to start with the equation which govems what the maximum

strain rate will be based on bar input capacity static analysis;

^, - 2'D, *
, ^u^ L,D I ñax I uùlù¿¿ ï !rcnr ti cd

As shown, the equation represents the maximum strain rate for the cunent

configurations set-up. As is shown, the strain energy of Imax is not completely

transfened to the specimen, as was assumed in the theoretical analysis. Exactly ll2 of

the energy is lost to the unloading pulse detailed in Chapter 2. In addition, depending

on the hardness of the sample, approximately 112 of lhe remailing load pulse energy is

passed right through the sample to the transmitter bar. This results in approximately

257o of the maximum strain energy being absorbed by the sample for deformation.

Finaly it is not recommended to operate the bar at the maximum load value due to the

poor fatigue resistance of aluminum, if prolonged ba¡ life and accuracy are desired. For

this reason the input load was restricted to 607¿ of maximum capacity.

The resulting equation is;

i^^=ftr^.'I'I'o.u

based on the cunent set-up;

(43)
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I max

2.3ßgry.t3mm

4.953mm.25.4mm

-533 %

.5380uv.1.1. 0.u22 (44)

This number compares welr with the recorded slrain rate values of approximatery

400 - 500 lis.

The easiest way to increase strain rate without major geometric changes to the

existing sample or apparatus would be to replace the current 6061-T6 aluminum bar

with a 7075-T6 bar. 7075-'16 has a yield strength over twice that of 6061-T6 and

would therefore result in an increase of 1fn* by more than twice of what is currently

¡ealized. Adjustment of sample geometry would provide a further increase in the strain

rate to a combined total of about 2000 - 3000 l/s. However, as mentioned previously,

this would preclude the possibility of extensive metallurgical analysis due to the

exûemely small gauge section that would have to be utilized.



Cnnpr¡n 3

Pnoceoune Fon EvnluATtoN

3.1. ExpeRh,lE¡¡rnl PRoceouRe

The material in this investigation is SpS-plus, supplied by Atlas Alloys. The

composition is similar to 4340. The composition of SpS-plus is given in Table 2.

Included for the sake of comparison is the composition of 434O steel, as well.

The steel was ordered in 15.88 mm hexagonal bar stock, hereafter refened to

as hex-ba¡, such that it would fit into the specimen insert with no significant amount

of machining required.

The final dimensions of the specimen are as per the values given in Figure 26.

The machining process consisted of fust cutting a l7 cm length of the bar stock and

drilling a 12.7 mm diameter hole through the center of it using a lathe. To ensure

true centering of the hole, a centering drill was used to start the hole followed by a

guide hole of approximately 7 mm in diameter, with the guide hole functioning to

keep the roughing bit sÍaight. The rough bit used was 12.30 mm in diameter and

was bored all the way through the material. Final tolerance was then achieved by

carefully utilizing a 12.7 mm reamer.
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Flgure 26: Specimen diagram. Dimensions in mm.
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Upon completion of the hole being drilled, the specimens were notched with a

custom designed notching tool that consistently cuf 4.953 mm notches, periodic

checks of the outer diameter, while machining the notch, were made to guarantee a

wall thickness of approximately 0.381 mm before final polish¡ng.

All the crjtical polishing was done with the sample attached to the bulk of the

material and still in the lathe. The tuming speed \¡r'as set to I 800 RpM and abrasive

cloths and diamond paste were used in the same progression as in normal polishing to

a surface roughness of approximately 8 pm. After polishing, the samples were

ultrasonically cleaned, degreased and stored in a vacuum sealed desiccator until heat

treatment.

3.1.1. Specimen Heat Treatment

For all the specimens that required heat treatment, a partially inclined 6l cm

Marshal tube-type fumace was employed. The heat treatments used were as follows:

Austenized at 850"C for I hour, air cooled.

Austenitezed at 850'C for I hour, oil quenched. Tempered at

315oC for t hour, air cooled.

Austenitezed at 850'C for I hour, oil quenched. Tempered at

480oC fo¡ t hour, air cooled.

Austenitezed at 850oC for t hour, oil quenched, Tempered at

650'C for I hour, air cooled.
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Table 3: Pre-Test Statistical Data on Test Samples

Test Sample # of Mean Standard Mean Wall Standard
Temperature Samples Outer Dla. Devlallon Thlckness Devlaflon

Room A

B

c

D

E

a

.t

a

.t

3

3

.t

3

3

3

13.37

13.45

13.47

13.34

13.31

13.39

13.48

13.42

13.43

13.40

0.04

0.13

0.08

0.05

0.18

0.02

0.14

0.09

0.13

0.04

0.34

0.37

0,39

0.32

0.30

0.35

0.39

0.36

0.36

0.35

0.02

0.06

0.04

0.03

0.09

0.001

0.07

0.05

0.07

o.02

-30"c A

B

c

D

E

Overall Slallstlcs = 30 13.41 0.09

Gage length for all samples = 4.95 mm

0.040.35
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The aforementioned heat treatments, in addition to the as received condition,

make up the full range of material conditions tested. prior to heat treatment, the

inclined furnace was flooded with argon for 20 mirutes in an attempt to reduce the

oxidizing atmosphere within as much as possible. In addition, the bottom of the tube

was filled with titaniunr shavings to further reduce the harmful effects of oxidation.

Following cooling to room temperature, either by air.cooling or the oil quench,

the samples were again ultrasonically cleaned and degreased. In spite of all the

precautions, there was always some oxidation or staining of the samples due to the

high temperature oil quench. Thus some final touch-up polishing was always

required. Final stage polishing was done by mounting samples on a 12.7 mm

diameter shaft with a means of tightening the samples together, and then inserting the

whole assembly into a lathe and repeat the last few grades of polishing cloth and

diamond paste to reacquire the same finish achieved earlier.

Machining work was done before heat treatment such that any residual stresses

due to the machining process would be removed. In addition, to ensure that the

material failed within the gage length instead of along the corners, the notching tool

automatically put a small radius along the edge of the gage section. Though

extremely fragile and often difficult to obtain perfect samples from, the thimer gage

section assured that there would be no variations in the heat treatment through the

sample volume due to deep hardening limitations or variations.

3.1.2. Exper¡mental Apparatus lnstructions

\ hen conducting the experiment, the most convenient method of describing the

sequence ofevents is with an itemized list.
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Ensure the Jacking mechanism is at its lowest possible position

and the release valve closed.

The clamp load applicator is fully loosened and a notched load

release pin inserted through the clamp and wrench tighten as

much as possible.

Tighten the load-applicator with rhe large wrench

accompanying the split-Hopkinson apparatus 3/4 of a tum.

Zero all electronic equipment indicating the load within the

stored torque region of the bar. This includes the readouts for

the crank arm load cell and the strain gage at the mid-point of

the length to be twisted.

Load the jacking mechanism until the desired angle of twist is

shown at the end of the bar, or the predetermined load is

displayed on either the load cell or strain gage displays.

Insert the sample between the incident and transmitter bars.

Shave all buns off the 5ample to ensure an unforced fit. push

the transmitter ba¡ towa¡ds the sample and twist it clockwise

(looking down the bar towards the clamp) to remove any slack

that might exist at the interfaces between the specimen and

either bar.

Double check that all the Biomations wave fonn recorders are

tumed on, properly set and triggered for capturing data.



Further tighten the load applicator until fracture of the load

release pin occurs, thereby releasing the stored torque and

inciting the test.

Upon completion of the test, download each of the wave

signals to the digital storage oscilloscope, which will in tum

upload the file to the personal computer for final capture.

Final manipulation is carried out automatically by an automatic

pulse manipulating program.

3.1.3. Low Temperature Testing Procedure

To conduct low temperature tests the test sequence is essentially the same, with

a few obvious additions. All the samples must have thennocouples spot welded to

the i¡side edge of the hexagonal lug, as close as possible to the gage section as

possible without actually contacting the surface. It is an acceptable placement for the

thermocouple, as all the samples will be treated in the sane way, keeping the level of

consistency high.

The cooling source is a slightly pressurized dewar of liquid nitrogen. Cooling is

obtained by aiming the nozzle of the pressure head attachment towards the sample

and allowing a steady, controlled sheañ of N2 gas to wash over the sample. By

monitoring the temperature of the sample it is possible to adjust the N2 flow to have

a nearly constant temperature reading in the vicinity of -30 .C. Upon realizing the

desired temperature, the test commences exactly as with the room temperature

samples.
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3.1.4. Varying Experiment Strain Rates

The most effective means of modif,ing the strain rate is to change the gage

length of the test specimen. Equation 29 illustrates the theory behind this technique.

Ls is the gage length term and is inversely proportional to the sfain rate. It is

important to realize, however, that by increasing the strair rate the surface of the

specimen becomes increasingly small and difficult to salvage after the test for post

mortem specimen analysis. The strai¡ rate achieved was 439 l/s with a standard

deviation of 102 1/s.

3.1.5, Post-Test Specimen Analysis Preparatlon

In order to conduct optical or electron microscopy of the gage section it is

necessary to first remove the hexagonal lugs on either side of the test section. A slow

speed diamond saw was used for this operation. Upon removal of the lugs, buns left

from the cut were ground off and the specimens clea¡red in warm soapy water

followed by an ultrasonic alcohol bath.

An unfortunate aspect of the lug removal process is the fact that in some

instances the shea¡ band and / or crack formation occuned quite far off center and

close to the end - if not on the fillet itsetf. In these cases, care was taken to cut as

close to the lug æ possible, without damaging the deformed region. ln spite of the

care taken, however, s66s 5amples were left unusable after the procedure.
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Figure 27: lllustration of the ? angle on a post-test specimen.
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Upon completion of the gage length extraction and cleaning, the specimens

where then observed under the Nikon Epiphot binocular optical microscope and the

JEOL JXA - 840 scanning electron microscope. Once all the desired observations

have been made with each system mentioned, the samples were subjected to a light

2o/o Nital etch. The examination process was then, once again, followed to obtain

similar micrographs in the etched condition.

Determination of the local strain (strain withi¡ the shear band) was performed

by taking the tangent of the angle .y as shown in Figure 27. ASB width was taken

directly from micrographs. In totally sheared samples fracture was assumed to have

taken place through the center of the band, allowing the measurement on one side to

be doubled and represent the whole ASB. This was verified by analyzing both sides

of a shom ASB.
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Cnapren 4

Veuro¡ro¡r ¡no ExpentMENTAL Resulrs

4.1. Eoutpltlerur Furucrro¡leuty

As required, the apparatus functions according to design. High strain rate tests

can be obtai¡ed easily and consistently. The data are very clear and require very little

post-processing to yield pertinant data. A wide range of material strength levels have

been employed, each with reasonable results.

4.2. PRE-TEsr Speclme¡¡ MtcRosrRucruRE

The five microstructures obtained for the various heat treatments were revealed

usrng a 2Vo Nital etch. The various microstructures as observed in the scaming

electron microscope (SEM) are documented in this thesis. The SEM micrographs are

shown in Figures 28, 29, 30, 3l and 32, This redundancy is used such that

drawbacks of one micrograph type could be compensated for by the other, and vice

versa. ln this section, the semples or micrographs may be referred to as A through E,

inclusively, for the sake of brevity, Also, it should be noted that the five test

conditions and conesponding Vickers ha¡dness numbers (VHN) were as follows;

As received. VHN: 185.7

Annealed @ 850'C for I hour, air cooled. VHN - 209.2

Austenitezed @ 850'C for I hour, oil quench. Tempered @

315"C for t hour, air cooled. VHN:330.0
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Austenitezed @ 850"C for I hour, oil quench. Tempered @

480oC for I hour, air cooled. VHN :323.3

Austenitezed @ 850"C for I hour', oil quench, Tempered @

650oC for I hour, air cooled. VHN :214.7

Figure 28 shows a typical coarse pearlitic structure with some fenite outlining

the prior austenitic grain boundaries. The lighter, almost featureless, smooth regions

are ferrite. From examination of this morphology it can be infened that the bar was

hot rolled and slowly cooled , giving ample time for the formation of the lamella¡

pearlite shown. This, indeed, was the case for the as received bar stock - the first

sample type tested.

lndicative of a higher cooling rate than what was used in the as received stock,

Figure 28 shows the pearlite to be unresolved and of a very fine l¡mella¡ structure.

The ferrite has formed at the prior austenite grain boundaries, þst as in their

specimens coresponding to Figure 28. ln fact, closer examination of the

micrographs in the aforementioned figures reveals that the ferrite structures are very

similar in appearance. As initially mentioned, the increased cooling rate resulting

from air cooling did not allow for the formation of a very coarse lamellar pearlite.

lnstead, the lamellae are very fine, and in some cases indistinguishable. Further

þstification for the aforementioned statements is derived from the fact that the 'bell-

likerrpearlitic structures show resistance to the etchant while the sunounding ferrite

is etched preferentially, as is expected [80].

Figure 29 shows a microstructure consisting of very fine and uniform lathe type

mafensite with a few second phase particles interspersed within the matrix. Though
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the precipitates were not examined in this sample, the presumably same, but larger,

precipitates in Figure 3 I were analyzed using EDS and were found to be high in

magnesium, aluminum and oxygen. This microstructure is very similal. to untempered

mafensite. By appearance alone the two would probably not be distinguishable.

It is believed that the early visible stages of tempering of the martensite is

shown in Figure 31 . Fenite regions are being formed throughout the martensitic

matrix, and are much more visible in Figure 31. The micrographs exhibit a visibly

coarser microstructure than the one shown in Figure 30, and the precipitates have

significantly increased in size and number. In addition, the martensitic cells appear to

be increasingly segregated from each other with what is assumed to be fenite [81].

The microstructure of the last specimen tested, shown in Figure 32, is just an

extension of the changes noticed in Figures 30 to 31. The martensite has become

very coarse and the grain boundaries compose a much larger fraction of the total area

than is seen in 3 I . In fact, the ferrite is now much more uniformly distributed

throughout the matrix. As a result of prolonged tempering the precipitates have

probably become very large and fallen out of the sample during preparation.
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Figure 28: SEM M¡crograph of Specimen A.

Flgure 29: SEM Micrograph ol Specimen B.



Figure 30: SEM Micrograph of Specimen C.

Flgure 31: SEM Micrograph of Specimen D



Figure 32; SEM Micrograph of Specimen E
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4.3. Srness - STRAtN BEHAvtoR

The generally accepted form, with some variation, of a typical stress-strain

curve is shown in Figure 33.

This figure is shown in order to validate the appearance of the curves to follow.

In spite of the fact that the experiments were conducted at strain rates in the

neighborhood of 500 I/s, the general appearance of high strain rate curves will still

follow the classical elastic-plastic behavior of ductile to semi-ductile metals.

Discemible yielding, upper shear and fracture points are all present in each of the

curves presented in this thesis.

Details pertainirg to the methodology of processing the raw data into stress -

strain curves are provided in Chapter 2. Once all the samples had been post

processed and their conesponding curves generated, one curve most indicative fiom

each of the five sample types tested was selected. These five curves will be discussed

for each, the room temperature and low temperature tests.

4.4. RooM TeirpeRATURE DyNAMtc ToRstoN TEsrs

4.4.1. Slress Strain Curves

The fust curve shown, Figure 34, corresponds to the as received, hot rolled,

condition of the material. The curve shows a slight yield drop near the yield point,

but is otherwise typical in its appeæance. The ductitity and strength values obtained

from this curve are both average within the group, as demonsûated in Table 4.
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The annealed material curve, Figure 35, is similar to the one corresponding to

the as received condition. The ductility is slightly lower with approximately the same

strength, as compared to the strength ofthe as received condition samples.

The stress-strain curve shown in Figure 36 takes a radical departure from the

previously discussed two curves, but is still of an acceptable shape. The austenitized,

oil quenched and tempered at 315oC specimen is typical of a very strong but brittle

steel. There is limited plasticity following yielding, a¡d the material possesses nearly

double the shear strength of the first two sample types discussed above.

The steel which was austenitized, oil quenched and tempered at 480oC for I

hour exhibited the siress-sûain curve in Figure 37. As seen in this figure, this

treatment resulted in improved strength and ductility compared to treatments A, B

and C discussed ea¡lier. This indicates that an intermediate tempering temperature is

beneficial for this steel. The only drawback of this treatment would be the close

proximity of the ultimate and yield strength.
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Figure 38 corresponds to the steel tempered at 650 "C following oil quenching

from the austenitized temperature. In this material a drop in strength to the levels of

samples A and B was observed, in exchange for considerable increased ductility -

unique to all samples.

In order to be able to visualize more readily the relative performance of each of

the sample types on the same scale, a composite figure consisting of all five samples is

provided in Figure 39.

4.4.2. Mechanical Propertles

The high strain rate data provided by the experiments are shown in Table 4.

The effect of specimen hardness on the failure strain is shown in Figure 40. As

shown, there is a gradual trend towards a decreased average specimen strain with an

increase in material hardness, data presented includes both the room temperature and

-30oC tests.

Table 4r A complete summary of the room temperature data accumulated

tyleld tult

MPa MPa

Tlallure Tlocal ASB wldlh Vlckers
Hardness

o/o o/o pmCondlllon

A

B

c

D

E

565 5.0

840 3.9

930 3.4

758 5.5

580 9.7

535

613

675

640

520

274

97

274

188

248

60

50

10

15

63

185.7

209.2

330.0

323.3

214.7
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Another effect well illustrated graphically is the relationship between the yield

strength ofa material at room temperature and the adiabatic shear band width, at high

strain rates, shown in Figure 41. Clearly, a higher yield strength results in a narrower

shear band.

4.4.3. Morphology of the ASB Region

4.4.3.1. UnetchedSpecimens

In this section the shea¡ banded regions are revealed more closely. One can see

fÍom Figure 42 thaf the shear banding was a gradual and spread out process. There

seems to have been good flow and ductility, even within the shear band. Figure 42

displays shear bands reaching the maximum thickness found within the group under

the circumstances of the applicable test conditions.

The annealed sample, Figure 43, does no seem to posses the uniformity of

deformation found in sample A, Figure 42. The ASB seems to be cellular in its make-

up and has deformed in such a way as to separate the cells from each other. The

shear banded region is 50 ¡rm, nearly as wide as was found in sample A, 60 ¡rm,

Sample C, Figure 44, the quenched and 315 oC tempered steel, shows the

n¿urowest ASB of the lot. The deformation was very localized and ultimately very

brittle. The sheü band itself, however, was uniform in topographical appeaÌance.

Figure 45 displays how the segregation between cell-like divisions within the

steel due to the onset of recrystallization and recovery are pronounced by the

extensive deformation that takes place in these boundaries. The majority of the

material defonnation within the shear band is done along these cracks.
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The shear band itself is very narrow, simila¡ to that observed in C, with the

material itself being very brittle. In the final sample (Figure 46) the shear band once

again displays signs of a very ductile material and homogeneous deformation within

the shear band. Generally, it is very similar to the ASB shown for sample A.
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Figure 42: The unetched ASB for A

Figure 43: The unetched ASB for B.
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Flgure 44: The unetched ASB for C.

Flgure 45: The unetched ASB for D
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Figure 46: The unetched ASB Tor E.
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4.4.3.2. Etched Specimens

Whereas the preceding section simply illustrated the macroscopic appearance of

the adiabatic shear banded zones, this section will bring to the forefront how each of

the shear bands is formed by revealing their etched microstructure. This enables one

to see which components of the microstructure are more ductile than others, and how

they interact with each other when severely deformed.

The widths of their shear bands have already been refened to and therefore they

will not be discussed again here, since the etching process only affected the

microstrucures observed.. Except, perhaps, that the microstructures are generally

pearlitic in nature for sample A and B, and mafensitic in nature for C, D a¡rd E.

These a¡e shown in Figure 47 through 51 .
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Figure 47: The etched ASB lor A

Figure 48: The etched ASB for B.



Figure 49: The etched ASB for C.

Figure 50: The etched ASB for D.



Figure 51: The etched ASB for E,
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4.5. Low Te¡rlpenntuRe Dyruat¡lc ToRstot¡ Tesrs

4.5.1. Stress Strain Curves

In relation to the room temperature tests, the low temperature stress-strain

curves are very similar in behavior and appearance. An interesting difference between

the low and room temperature tests is that the scatter in experimental data between

samples is somewhat decreased.

4.5.2. Mechanical Properties

Table 5 briefly summarizes the mechanical properties of the samples tested at -

30oC. As mentioned previously, the results are basically congruent with the room

temperature data, except the failure strain, which is somewhat larger.

Table 5: A complete summary of the -30"C data accumulated

ryleld

MPe

cult lfallure

MPa o/o

Tocal ASB wldlh Vlckers
l.lardness

o/o PmCondition

A

B

c

D

E

795 5.9

785 4.9

875 5.0

308 60

100 ¿15

308 13

210 t9

575

598

490

530

8¿m

8.0725 185.7

209.2

330.0

323.3

720 7.0 * 58 214.7

* No1¡o."¡ for sample E due to transformed nature ofthe ASB
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4.5.3. Morphology of the ASB Region

4.5.3.1 . Unetched Specimens

As was done for the room temperature tested sample, this section provides

micrographs of the low temperature tested samples. The shear bands had roughly the

same appearance as they did during the room temperature tests and need not be

described agair. Their are only two significant differences between the room and low

temperature test samples. The first being that the last sample, Figures 62 a¡d 67,

portrays shear band characteristics unlike and other sample tested, showing no visible

signs of deformation within the ASB itself, and possessing a discrete boundary

between the shear band and the sur¡ounding matrix. The second difference is that the

samples were less inclined to break during the test, and thus provided better samples

to study the shear bands. In fact, the mean of the average or failure strains from all

the room temperature tests was 5,57o with a standard deviation of 2.5. Conversely,

the low temperature tested samples yielded a mea¡ average stra¡n of 6.2Vo with a 1.3

standard deviation. This represents a l2%o itc¡ease in the mean average strain.

Analysis of the mean local strains for both the ¡oom temperature and low temperature

tests yields similar results, with an increase in values from room to low temperature

tests being 1 l70. lnterestingly, the shear band widths were within l,5Zo of each other

going from the room temperature to the low temperature. The trends are best

pfesented in tabula¡ format, Table 6.

4.5.9.2. Etched Specimens

In this section the etched version of the previously shown micrographs are

examined. The shear bands a¡e similar to the room temperature tests and are

basically unchanged except for the aspects mentioned in preceding section.



Table 6: Mean and standard deviation values for room temperature
and -30'C data

Îy¡eld, MPa tu¡' MPa Tfailure, % l¡7ç¿¡ o/ø ASB width, pm

Rr -30.c RT -30'C Rr -30.c RT -30'c RT -30'C

Mean 596.6 566.6

o 67.01 58,42

734.6 757.3

160.01 117.7

5.5 b. tr,

2.49 1.33

208.25 231 ,5

84.52 99.09

39,6 39.0

25.26 21.87

Figure 58: The unetched ASB for A, -30'C.



Figure 59: The unetched ASB for B, -30"C.

Figure 60: The unetched ASB for C, -30.C.
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Figure 61 : The unetchêd ASB for D, -30"C.

Figure 62: The unetched ASB for E, -30'C.
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Figure 63: The etched ASB forA, -30"C.

Flgure 64: The etched ASB for B, -30'C.
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Figure 65: The etched ASB for C, -30'C.

Figure 66: The etched ASB lor D, -30'C.



Figure 67: The etched ASB for E, -30.C.
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Gnnprrn 5

Drscussro¡r or Resulrs

5.1. Eeurplvle¡¡rAppRAtsAL

The test apparatus functioned extremely well. Each of the tests was capturecl

without any difficulty and periodic calibration checks revealed the system to be stable

throughout the testing procedure. Post processing of the data was performed on a batch

basis, meaning the acquired pulse information was consistent enough to allow the same

analysis to be conducted on each set, without having to specially examine a single case.

The strain rates were all within 400 - 500 l/s and the equipment shows potential to

provide higher strain rates with the modifications mentioned earlier. Generally speaking,

the design and implementation of the torsional split-Hopkinson bar was a success.

5.2. Ylelo GnnnecrERtsflcs

Examination of the stress-strain curves provided in Chapter 3 shows that, regardless

of the test temperature, the behavior of the materials upon yield varied from sample to

sample in a simila¡ manner. In sample A there is a slight yield drop characteristic to sfess

relieved ductile materials due to the interaction of dislocation jogs. Samples B through E

display continuous yielding typical to stronger or strengthened materials and progress

smoothly through the elastic-plastic hansition on the sFess-strain curve.
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5.3. HCNTTNEITMENT/MICROSTRUCTURALEFFECTS

Studying the effect of tempering temperature on shear band width, excluding the

a¡nealed and as received sample, provided the relationship shown in Figure 68. The graph

shows two important pieces of information. Firstly, as the tempering temperature is

increased there is an i¡crease in the width of the observed shear band which is formed

durìng the high strain rate test, and secondly the aforementioned effect is constant

regardless of the test temperature. What this implies is that the shear band width is a

property independent of test temperature, and for a given tempering condition the shear

band width will remain constant over a range of test temperatures.

Another relationship which can be of interest is the effect of material ha¡dness,

regardless of microstructure, on adiabatic shear band width, Figure 69. As illustrated,

with increasing hardness there is a general narrowing trend on shea¡ band width. In

addition, since the shear bands are of a constant width for a given hardness regardless of

test temperature, the change in width with respect to hardness is the same for both test

groups. This reiterates the independence of shear band width to test temperature.

5.3.1. Room Temperature Tesls

In this section the samples have been divided into two groups, the pearlitic

materials, A and B, and the martensitic materials, C, D and E. This division is based on

the fact that the two groups behave differently due to the microsfuctures.
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Sample A consists of typical coarse pearlite with some ferrite outlining the prior

austenite grain boundaries (Figure 28). The smooth regions being ferrite. From this it can

be infened that the bar was hot rolled and slowly cooled , giving ample time for the

formation of the lamellar pearlite shown. The steel with this microstructure was exhibited

the lowest yield point of any of the materials tested.

Sample B portrays a microstructure indicative of a higher cooling rate than what

was used in the as received stock (Figure 29) displays the microstructure of this steel

showing pearlite of a very fine lamellar construction. The ferrite has formed at the prior

austenile grair boundaries, simila¡ to what is shown in Figure 28, sample A. Closer

examination of the micrographs in Figures 28 and, 29 reveal that the ferrite structures are

very similar in appearance. The increased cooling rate did not allow for the formation of

coarse lamellar pearlite. The higher cooling rate results in a finer pearlite with a hardness

approximately 137o higher than was found in sample A. The cell like structures are

pearlite and show resistance to the etchant while the ferrite is etched preferentially, as

expected. The material had a 497o hi$ter yield point than sample A, but at the cost of the

nominal ductility rcducingby 28Vo.

A microstructure consisting of a very fine and uniform lathe type martensite with a

few precipitates interspetsed within the matrix is shown in Figure 30. EDS of the

precipitates revealed them to be high in magnesium, aluminum and oxygen content. As is

typical of martensite tempered at relatively lo\ry temperatures, the material had the highest

yield point of the group and was the least ductile.

The early visible stages of recovery and recrystallization of mafensite is shown in

Figure 31. It appears that lathe-like ferrite grains are being formed, which were visible

when the microstructure was observed in the optical microscope. The micrograph shows
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a coarser microstructure than the one in Figure 30, and the precipitates significantly

increased in size and number. In addition, the mafensitic cells appear to be increasingly

segregated from each other with what is assumed to be ferrite. The overall effect on the

mechanical properties is a 57o reduction in the yield strength and a 620/o incJease in the

nominal ductility relative to sample c. In addition, the local strain decreased by 460/o.

The last steel to be commented on is demonstrated i¡ Figure 32. The trencl

established by samples c to D is also followed by this steel, The martensite has become

very coarse and the grain boundaries compose a much larger fraction of the area than the

one seen in Figure 31, conesponding to heat treatment D. In fact, the ferrite is now much

more uniformly distributed throughout the matrix. The precipitates have either become

very large and faìlen out of the sample during preparation, o¡ dissolved in the matrix -

probably the fenitic grain boundaries. The mechanical properties fit the trend so far

evident from sample c to D, E has the lowest yield strength and greatest ductility of the

quenched and tempered group of samples. The relative change in E ÍÌom D is a 23go

decrease in yield strength and a767o increase in sample ductility.

5.3.2. Low Temperature Tests

In this section it is convenient to change the grouping of the materials based on thei¡

original ductility rather than original microstructure. The reasoning becomes clear when

considering how the mate¡ials behave under the influence ofa considerably reduced testing

temperature of -30'C. A and E will be in the fust group with C and D in the second. B is

somewhat enigmatic, and lies somewhere between the fi-rst two groups with respect to its

dynamic mechanical properties at low temperatures.
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Due to the fact that E was tempered at a relatively high temperature (650.C), it has

been softened enough to respond similarly to A (as received) during a low temperature

test. Both A and E exhibit an increase in yieìd strength, by 77o and 23Vo respectively,

when tested at a temperature of -30oc as compared to the behavior at room temperature,

as is expected of ductile materials t82, 831. The interesting difference is that the nominal

ductility and local strain of sample A increased by 60Vo and l2o/o, respectively, instead of

dropping as is expected under the quasi-static regime. This was not the case with sample

E. This anomaly may be attributed to the increased susceptibility to ASB formation, as

has been observed by other resea¡chers [2-8] and verified by the increased amount of local

strain within the shear band at the low temperafure test. The ASB allows greater

deformation than the material would nonnally undergo, thereby increasing the ductility.

E, in contrast, does not experience and increase in ductility, in fact its nominal ductility

drops by 38Vo. This can be attributed to the fact that the hardening mechanism fa¡

overshadows the ASB contribution to ductility. Another possibility is the fact that the

shear band in this treatment portrayed features typical of the transformed type. If this is

the case, it is possible, though not verified, that the hardness ofthe ûansformed shear band

was greater than the deformed shear band, and could be held accountable for the materials

reduction in ductility.

The second group to analyzed consists of samples C and D, which were tempered at

315oC and 480'C. Contrary to expected behavior, the yield shength of both samples

decreased, by 387o and 2l%o rcspectively, while their local ductility increa sed shùttly,lzEo

for both sample C and D. The noninal ductility increased by 44Vo for C and decreased by

10Vo fo¡ sample D. Similar to the reasons cited for samples A and E, shear band

formation occurs more readily in samples C and D as well. However, the effect is fa¡

moro pronounced and not only results in an increase in the ductility level but affects the
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yield strength adversely by causing the shear band to form at a much lower yield strength,

a 387o lower for c and 21o/o lovter for D, It is believed that the low test temperature

causes a greater temperature differential to be established earlier in the test than would

normally be realized at room temperature. This leads to earlier strain localization which,

due to stress relaxation outside of thè shear band, does not allow the material to reach its

room temperature yield stress. In summary, most of the deformation process from

elasticity to plasticity and finally shear banding occurs on a very localized level.

Sample type B has a microstructure responsible for standard material properties

lying somewhere in between samples A and E, and C and D. The result is low

temperature mechanical properties that are similar to room temperature data. The yield

strength increases by 2.5vo and the local strain by 3vo. The most drastic change is in the

nominal ductility which increases by 51vo gong from room temperature to -30oc tests.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the data for all of the tested samples.

5.4. Sx¡nn Baruo CnenncrERtsÏcs

The fust interesting aspect that becomes evident when s¡amining Tables 4 and 5 is

the fact that the width of the shear bands remained relatively constant at both of the

experinental temperatures used. The second interesting finding is that the local st¡ains,

between bands, tested at the two temperafures ¡emained essentially constant as well. This

implies that for a given strain rate and a fully developed shear band, its width and local

strain \üill remain constant regardless of the test temperature. The only anomalous point is

between the room temperature and low tempefaturo local strains for sample E. Due to the

fonnation of what appears to be a t¡ansformed shear band, there were no deformation

features that could be used to provide some indication of the strain within the shear band.
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The reason for the transformed shear band forming is due to a combination of; tempered

martensite increased likelihood of transforming and the additional influence of the low

temperature test.

As mentioned earlier', the test temperature has no apparent effect on the width of the

shear bands, however', the initial microstructure does. Figures 42 through 5l and 5g

through 67 all inclusive, show the shear banded regions of each sample for the room and

low temperature tests, respectively. since the shea¡ bands are of equal width for both the

room and low temperature tests, it makes no difference which set of photos are used for

reference. Generally, it can be seen that the lower ductitity samples exhibited the

narrowest ASB. In addition, a more uniform material microstructure results in

microstructurally uniform ASB. Figures 43 and 59 are examples of highly segregated

microstructures with equally inÏomogeneous shear bands.

Analysis of the micrographs for sample A indicate that the presence of ferrite greatly

influences both the mechanical properties and the nature of the sheù band observed. The

coarse pearlite structure is very rich in ferrite both within the pearlite itself and in the prior

austenite grain boundaries. The post mortem micrograph shows a very fibrous,

homogeneous ductile type of fracture mechanism occurring. This agrees well with the

ductility expected of a coarse peælitic material.

Sample B, as described earlier, is composed of unresolved pearlite and ferrite, of

which the pearlite is much stronger. Exanination of Figures 43 and 59 show what seems

to be inhomogeneous intergranular deformation. The ha¡der and stronger fine pearlite

cells show more resistance to deformation than the sunounding ferrite and, thus, it is the

ferrite which takes up most of the deformation of the material.
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A rather large change in the ASB, was observed for sample C, when compared to

the previously discussed samples A and B. This is because sampte c consists of a very

strong, fine martensitic structure. Examination of the shear band region shows the

deformation band to be very narrow in comparison to the others, implying a lack of

ductility, as well as being very uniform due to the uniform nature of the martensitic

structure.

In sample D, the effects of tempering on the yield stress and ASB structure, are

beginning to become much more noticeable. The previously described ferrite boundaries

have begun to form and will deform preferentially over the, still very hard, martensitic cells

they sunound. Figure 50, which shows an etched version of the structure shown in Figure

45, supports this conclusion. Though the separation between the cells appear to be brittle

type cracks, close examination reveals them to be fibrous in nature, lending credibility to

the argument that the ferritic structures are responsible for the ductility of the sample.

In the sample tempered at 650'C, E , the tempering process has dramatically altered

the microstrucn¡re. The presence of ferrite is fa¡ more prevalent and unifonn than in

sample D. For the room temperature tests the result is a shear band fa¡ mo¡e uniform and

fib¡ous in appearance than was shown for sample D and, in fact, the most ductile sample

tested. For the low temperature tests the microstructure was conducive to the fonnation

of a transformed shear band which, apparently, cooled somewhat sooner in the test than

its deformed counterpart in the ¡oom temperature tests, This resulted in an overall slightly

reduced ductility.
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5.5. Go¡rsïrurrvEMooeuruc

Figures 70 and 7l show the correlation between the measured shear band widths

determined in the present study and predicted values according to calculations by Dodd

a¡d Bai [36]. Constants for the calculations where obtained from [36] where applicable or

required. As shown in both figures, the predicted values show very good agreement \'r'ith

samples which developed wider and more ductile shear bands, but diverged when applied

to samples of increased hardness and nanow shear bands. This result indicates that the

Dodd and Bai model applies most effectively to specimens which deform within the ductile

fracture regime and increases in divergence as the specimen approaches the brittle fracture

regime. The graphs present shear band width as a function of material hardness a¡ld show

straight line approximations through both the predicted and observed values. Ideally, the

linear approximations would overlap and form a single line. The observed deviation from

the ideal is greater for the -30oC test tvith the angle between the two lines being 37". The

deviation for the room temperature lines is 24o.

Table 7 shows the values used to obtain the predicted shear band width, the

equations are detailed in [36].
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Table 7: Data used for calculation of the Shear Band Width.

Test Test Measured Calculated Flow Thermal Coetf. Tm, KTemp. Sample Wldth, ¡rm Width, ¡rm Slress, Cond., Visc.,
MPa WmK kg/ms

room temp

A

B

c

D

ts

60

50

10

15

OJ

56

49

44

46

57

535

613

ô75

640

520

50.191

50.191

50.191

50.191

50.191

2450

2450

2450

2450

2450

1800

1800

1800

1800

1800

.30"c

A

B

c

D

E

60

45

13

19

58

52

50

61

56

46

575

Âoa
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Gn¡pren 6

Coruclusrot¡s

The major objective of this research project was to design ad construct a torsionally

modified split-Hopkinson bar which would be capable of conducting high strain rate tests.

Following this, verification of the equipment performance was to be conducted through a

series of tests on sPS-Plus steel. The resulting widths of the adiabatic shear bands

obtained through the high strain rate tests were determined and related to the various

material conditions and experimental variables used in this study.

Based on the results presented within this thesis, the following conclusions can be

drawn:

L The designed and built apparatus is reliable, simple to use and provides

consistent results.

The general shape of the stress-strain curves is not affected by the heat

treatment condition of the material studied.

An increase in the yield strength of the material results in a decrease of the

width of the adiabatic shear band observed on the surface of the specimens

tested at high strain rates, regardless of the test tempetature.

The adiabatic shear band increases in width as the martensite tempering

temperature increases, at both room temperature and -3OoC test conditions.

There is a good conelation between the adiabatic shear band widths as

measured in this study and the predicted widths based on Dodd and Bai's
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model for materials which deformed in the ductile fracture regime. Brittle

materials such as samples B and C diverged considerably and suggest that

the Dodd and Bai model is most effective on ductile materials.

An increase in material hardness results in a reduced failure strain

percentage, regardless of the test temperature.

Deformed shear bands portrayed stretch or strain lines as opposed to

transformed shea¡ bands. In a pearlitic structure, deformation occuned

mainly in the fenite resulting in a cellula¡ appearance in the banded region.

Martensitic microstructures were associated with shear bands that appeared

markedly different than the surrounding matrix and could not provide local

deformation information. The appearance consisted of a discretely bound

network of cracks.

For future work it is recommended that replacement of the 6061-T6 aluminum bar

with a 7075-T6 aluminum bar be executed to allow higher strain rate testing than is

cunently being realized. As well, additional modification of the machinery to allow quasi-

static testing would be benificial for studies over a wide range of strain rates.

A detailed study of mafensitic steel should also be conducted in order to obtain

more data in regarding the effect of tempering temperafure and the subsequent effects on

shea¡ band formation, without the difficulty of dealing with a multitude of microstructures.

6.
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